Adel’s 1933 Undefeated
Football Season
With Nile Kinnick

Read the original write-ups from the Dallas
County News of Adel’s 1933 undefeated
football season with Nile Kinnick .
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Adel Takes Winterset In First Game
--Local high School Team Shows Strength and
Gives Promise of Fast Aggregation
--VISITORS NEVER A THREAT; SCORE WAS 27 - 0
--Kinnick and Garoutte Star and All Teammates
Work Well in First Game of Schedule

--“They’ll do.”
Such was the verdict of the Adel football fans after they had
watched the opening game of the season Friday night when the Adel
High School football team won from Winterset by a score of 27 to 0.
And the decision did not come simply because the team won. It
was because the players showed strength in every department.
There was plenty of driving power in the backfield, speed in the open
plays, strength in the line, first-class kicking and passing and good
generalship. Winterset was not as strong as in former years, but this
does not in any way detract from the showing made by the local
players.
Coach Davis, who is acting in the capacity of instructor for the
first time here, had issued instructions to play straight football for the
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most part, and that is what the crowd saw. A few forward passes and
one lateral pass was the sum total of the tactics aside from the line
and off tackle plays. But enough were used to show that Adel has
some good ball heavers and that the backs are speedy enough to
handle the tricks after they are perfected.
For Adel, Kinnick and Garoutte were the outstanding stars.
Kinnick’s field generalship was good, his end runs productive of
yardage, his punts long and true and his line bucks made
aggressively. He also passed well. Garoutte, used almost exclusively
on short, off tackle plays, hit the opposing line low and hard and
gained ground whenever called upon. His tackling was high class.
Oaks gained a lot of ground and will be a tower of strength
behind the line. When he learns to go into his opponents a little lower
it will be a great line that can stop him. Sumner Macomber and
James Scott, who alternated in the other backfield position, both
blocked well and were in every play.
The line showed unusual strength. It is heavier than Adel
usually offers and along with the weight there is aggressiveness and
fight which augurs well for the team. Wilson and Mortimer make a
pair of ends that cover a lot of ground on the kicks: Murphy, Gearhart
and West compose a trio of fighting tackles and Codlin, Myers and
McDaniels take care of the center positions nicely. A number of
substitutes were sent in during the latter part of the game and they all
looked good. Kubasek, Hague, Chapman, Quinn, Lawyer and Ben
Kinnick each jumped into the fray as though they liked it and the
coach’s worry over reserve material should amount to little this year.
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Adel scored 2 points shortly after play started when a fumbled
pass from center was downed back of the Winterset goal. Seven
points more came soon afterward when Garoutte rammed the line for
a touchdown and Kinnick drop kicked a goal. The second touchdown
came after a pass, Kinnick to Mortimer, and the third on another pass
Kinnick to Wilson. The fourth was also made by Wilson following a
forward pass.
The game was played almost entirely in Winterset territory and
the locals were never in danger. The general verdict is that Coach
Davis has already made a fine showing and that the boys will improve
rapidly. The next game will be with Colfax here Friday night.
The Winterset game in detail:
Adel kicked to the visitors and the ball was downed on their 33
yard line. W. Vance tried a center smash and was held to a one yard
gain. Hall followed with another yard through center and Winterset
kicked to Kinnick.
The Adel captain made three yards on a line buck but the team
was penalized 14 and Kinnick punted.
Hall gained 10 yards but a penalty for pushing set them back 5.
Wade was sent into the line but was brought down without gain by
Mortimer. On the next play a poor pass from center got away from the
fullback who recovered as he was tackled back of the goal line. Adel
was accorded two points for the safety, making the score 2 to 0.
Winterset put the ball into play on the 20 yard line and punted
to Kinnick, who dodged back 29 yards to the Winterset 30 yard line.
Garoutte tore through off tackle for 12 yards in a spectacular play and
added two more on the next play. Kinnick put the ball within a foot of
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the goal line and Garoutte went over for the first touchdown. Kinnick
added a point with a pretty drop kick. Score, Adel 9; Winterset 0.
A delay of several minutes was occasioned while the ball was
rescued from the river. Kinnick’s kick had power as well as direction.
Oaks kicked off to W.Vance over the goal line and play was
started from the 20 yard line. F. Wade gained a couple of yards on a
double pass and Hall went through center for 6. The punt went to
Kinnick, who signaled for a free catch.
Kinnick gained 2 yards through the line and Winterset was
penalized 15 yards for roughness. Kinnick went around right end for
12 yards and a first down. Garoutte plunged through for a short gain
and Kinnick wormed his way through the Winterset team for 11 and
another first down, putting the ball on the visitors’ 10 yard line. Oaks
was called upon and gained 2 yards. Kinnick was held. Oaks lost a
yard and Kinnick gained 3, but Winterset took the ball on downs.
Winterset punted from their 5 yard line just as the quarter
ended.
Adel tried a short pass, which was incomplete but the Madison
county team was penalized for offside play. Kinnick failed to gain but
another offside play was charged to the visitors. Kinnick went around
left end for 8 yards and Oaks plowed thru for 6. He went in again but
failed to advance and Garoutte gained 2 yards through left tackle.
Two passes were incomplete, but Winterset was set back when both
the tackle and end on the right side of the line were offside. Kinnick
dropped back for another pass and this time it was good when
Mortimer grabbed the ball out of the air at the corner of the field and
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touched it down for 6 more points. An attempted drop kick was
blocked. Score 15-0.
Hall returned the Adel kick 5 yards but an Adel player was
offside and the start was made again. Hall gained 3 yards and was
headed for more when brought down by a pretty tackle by Myers. The
punt went over the line.
Kinnick dodged through right tackle for 10 yards and Garoutte
added 7 more in the same place. Kinnick gained a yard and Oaks
completed the distance with a 4 yard plunge, but Adel drew a 10 yard
penalty for use of hands and the ball was punted to the center of the
field.
A criss-cross play, with F. Wade carrying the ball, gained
Winterset 5 yards, but in the mix-up Garoutte emerged with the
pigskin. On the next play a pass from center got away from him but
he went back, recovered the ball and then dodged and ducked until
he had made a first down. Called upon again he added 9 more and
Kinnick made 2 for distance. Oaks registered another first down when
he pushed through center for 10 yards and Kinnick heaved a long 30
yard pass to Wilson for a touchdown. The drop kick was blocked and
the score was 21 to 0.
Oaks kicked off to Hall and Garoutte was down the field for a
tackle as the Winterset man took the ball. F. Wade got away on a
double pass for 4 yards and was headed for more when Kinnick
downed him. Hall gained a yard and then punted.
Garoutte gained 4 yards and Adel kicked to Mueller, who was
downed by Oaks. A forward pass resulted in a short gain when time
was called for the half.
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Winterset made numerous substitutions during the half but Adel
came through with the same lineup. Winterset braced in the third
period and held the locals better, but were not able to do much
offensively.
Oaks ran Winterset’s kick back 20 yards and after a couple of
line plays had failed to show sufficient gain. Adel punted.
Winterset also tried two line plays without success and returned
the kick.
Garoutte went through left tackle for 3 yards and Kinnick punted
over the line.
F. Wade started another crisscross but Garoutte had solved the
play and downed him for no gain. Winterset completed a forward
pass but was penalized and it was Adel’s ball on their own 42 yard
line.
Adel drew a 5 yard penalty. Oaks gained 5 yards on two plays
thru center and Kinnick punted.
Pilmer made a yard through the middle and F. Wade gained 7
on a double pass. He hit again for 4 yards and Adel was penalized
10. Hall hit plenty of opposition and was held for no gain but Colee
made 3 yards on a criss-cross. A punt was blocked and Oaks
grabbed it running 40 yards but was called back and the ball put into
play at the point of recovery.
Oaks fumbled and lost 12 yards and after he had gained a short
distance on the next play, Kinnick kicked.
Winterset fumbled and lost 2 yards. Alexander gained 4 and
then Colee went through center for 7 yards and registered Winterset’s
first down. Numerous Adel substitutes were sent in – Kubasek for
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Codlin, Scott for Macomber and Quinn for McDaniels. Scott got into
action quickly and grabbed a forward pass. Kinnick went around the
left end for 5 yards as the third quarter ended.
At the start of the last period Kinnick gained 3 through right
tackle and Oaks made 10 through center, but the home boys were
penalized 5 for offside play and Kinnick punted.
Alexander gained 6, but Adel got the ball on a fumble. Kinnick
gained 2 but Adel was penalized 15 yards and after he had attempted
to recover the distance by a 10 yard gain around right end, Kinnick
punted.
Alexander got away for 15 yards, chalking up the only long gain
of the evening for Winterset. F. Wade made 2 yards and Alexander,
who proved to be Winterset’s most effective ground gainer, added 5
around right end. Colee skirted tackle for 2 and the quarterback went
through center for another first down. A successful forward pass
netted Winterset 12 yards before Garoutte downed the receiver.
Another pass was incomplete. Colee went through left tackle for 2
yards, but a pass was blocked and Winterset punted.
Kinnick made 3 yards through center and Garoutte hit the line
for 4. Adel was penalized 5 but Oaks gained the distance back on a
charge through right tackle. Kinnick got a long punt away and three or
four Adel sprinters were on top of the receiver.
Alexander started through the line but met up with Jack Wilson
and stopped suddenly. He gained 2 yards on the next play. Winterset
punted and Murphy was on the ball.
Kinnick and Garoutte pulled off a slick lateral pass which was
good for 15 yards and put the ball within scoring distance – on the 11
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yard line. Oaks went through center for 2 and a forward pass was
knocked down. Kinnick went through center for 2 yards and then
heaved a pass to Wilson for a touchdown. The line play for an extra
point failed and the score was 27 to 0.
With the game on ice, Coach Davis sent in a number of
additional substitutes, Ben Kinnick getting a chance at his brother’s
quarterback job. Winterset made desperate attempts to score by air
route, but there was nothing doing and the game ended soon
afterward.

The starting lineup:
ADEL

WINTERSET

Wilson

RE

Abrahams

Murphy

RT

Bond

McDaniels

RG

Hollen

Codlin

C

McKee

Myers

LG

Mueller

Gearhart

LT

Overton

Mortimer

LE

Holmer

Kinnick

QB (C)

Hall

Oaks

W. Vance

Garoutte

RH

F. Wade

Macomber

LH

Colee

Officials – Clampitt, referee; Daib, umpire; Stoltz, head lineman.
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Colfax Team Will Play Adel High Here Friday
Night

The Colfax high school team, opponent for Adel for several
years, comes here Friday night for the second game of the season.
Little is known of the strength of the team, aside from the fact that
they defeated Pella in the opening contest last week, by a score of 7
to 0. Coach Davis’ men came through the Winterset game in good
shape and have been drilling hard perfecting new plays and getting
the old ones into smoother working order. The game will be called at
7:30 promptly at Macy Field. The results of other games last week, of
interest to Adel fans are: Ames 13, Perry 0; Redfield 27, Menlo 0;
Dexter 14, Linden, 0.
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Adel High Walks Over Colfax Team; Takes
Easy Game by Score of 34 to 6

--Visitors Fail to Furnish Opposition for Hard
Driving Adel Backs – Reserves Get a Chance

--The Adel high school football team had little trouble
administering a drubbing to the Colfax aggregation Friday night in the
second games of the season, finishing with a score of 34 to 6. Had it
not been for the desire of Coach Davis to give the reserves a chance,
Colfax would never have registered and Adel could have had two or
three more touchdowns.
The contest was a repetition of the Winterset game – straight
football throughout, with the Adel line out charging their opponents
and the backfield men going through for substantial gains at will.
From the start there was little doubt of the outcome.
After piling up five touchdowns and adding four points by drop
kicks and a forward pass, and with about five minutes to play, Coach
Davis started sending in the reserves. The second team took the
place of the first string players and then the third team was given a
chance. Everyone got into the fray except Dick Russell who was
overlooked because he was working as lineman and John Stacy
handicapped by a bad ankle. Had the game lasted a little longer, the
coach might have sent in Prof. Lindeman or some of the teachers.
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The boys who were in there helping the regulars were Paul Gearhart,
Jesse Hague, Sumner Macomber, Ben Kinnick, Larry Hill, Jack
Lawyer, Joe Quinn, Joe Kubasek, Newell Bingman, Bob Lawyer, Max
Chapman, James Scott, Kermit Spillers, Pat Craig, Ray West, Harold
Dawes, John Kaser, Billy Macy and several others. The substitutions
came so fast the reporter could not get them all.
Kinnick and Garoutte again starred as ground gainers, with
Oaks hitting the line consistently. Myers made the sensational play of
the game when he picked a forward pass designed for a Colfax
player out of the air and ran 40 yards for a touchdown. Wilson played
a bang-up defensive game as did Murphy, McDaniels, Gearhart and
Lawyer. The entire line was strong and aggressive. For Colfax,
Shearer and Vorhies were fast, but their linemen were unable to hold
the Adel forwards and they gained little.
The game play by play:
Oaks kicked off to Shearer, who returned 10 yards. He gained 2
yards on an end run and Vorhies made 4 around the other wing, but
Vorhies punted on the third down and it was Adel’s ball in the center
of the field.
Kinnick tore through center on the open play for 13 yards and
the linemen moved up. On the next play he hit center for 3 yards and
Oaks added 2. Kinnick then got away for 20 around right end and put
the ball on Colfax’s 12 yard line. Garoutte dove through tackle for 4.
Oaks hit the line for 2 and Kinnick went over, but Adel was penalized
when the backfield was in motion. Kinnick again charged and was
downed within a foot of the goal. Oaks had the punch to put it over
and Kinnick drop kicked nicely, making the score 7-0. The kick was
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true and long – so long in fact that it went into the river and time had
to be taken out while the ball was being rescued from a watery grave.
D. I. Whitcomb and his boat officiated at the rescue. It was the
second time the river has claimed the ball and Mr. Whitcomb may be
furnished a suit and letter A.
Oaks again kicked off over the goal line and the ball was put
into play on the 20 yard line. Vorhies gained a yard through center on
a delayed pass and Callahan tried an end run but wound up with a 5
yard loss when Oaks smothered him, Kinnick returned Vorhies’ punt
5 yards, starting another Adel offensive on the 40 yard line.
Garoutte went through left tackle for 7 yards and was hitting
someone every inch of the way. Kinnick gained 6 yards through the
line but the referee ruled that McDaniels was offside and the home
boys drew a 5 yard penalty, just as the quarter ended. The ball was in
Adel’s possession on Colfax’s 40 yard line, third down and 11 to go.
Macomber was sent in for Scott and Gearhart for Lawyer. A forward
pass was incomplete. Oaks gained 4 yards and it was Colfax’s ball on
downs.
Vorhies went through center for 4, but Callahan was tackled for
a 3 yard loss when Garoutte, Murphy and Oaks all hit him at the
same time. Adel was penalized 15 yards for shoving. Vorhies tried to
advance but Murphy broke through and nailed him for a loss of 3
yards. An incomplete pass and a punt to Myers gave Adel the ball
again.
Oaks went through center for a short gain and Kinnick sprinted
around right end, chalking up a 29 yard advance before tackled.
Garoutte gained 4 around left end and Kinnick went the other way for
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3. Garoutte found the same hole and added 7 more for a first down.
With the ball on the 16 yard line Kinnick hit right tackle for 2 and then
went around left end for 10. On the third play the linemen opened a
hole wide enough for a truck and Kinnick scampered through for the
second touchdown. The drop kick failed and the score was 13-0.
Adel kicked off. A pass, Vorhies to Callahan, was good for 4
yards. Another pass was tried, but was incomplete and the time
keepers stopped the struggle by announcing the end of the half.
Colfax opened the third period with a short kick. Kinnick
crossed up the opposition by punting on the first play.
Shearer failed to gain on a line play, but Adel was penalized
when Oaks became too aggressive. Vorhies heaved a pass which
would have been good had not Johnny Myers decided it was meant
for him. He plucked the ball out of the air and with some splendid
interference on the part of this teammates ran 40 yards for a
touchdown. Kinnick made another pretty drop kick and the
scorekeeper chalked up 20 to 0.
Oaks kicked off to Shearer who was downed by Wilson after a
5 yard return. Callahan couldn’t make the grade when called upon for
a dash through center, due to the fact that two or three Adel players
were on him before he could start. A pass was incomplete and Colfax
recovered a short punt on their own 40 yard line. Another pass was
intercepted by Macomber.
Garoutte went through center for 3 yards and Kinnick added 4
on an off tackle ram. Garoutte gained 2 and Adel punted to the 8 yard
line. Colfax returned the kick and it was Adel’s ball again on the 20
yard line.
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Kinnick gained 7 yards through left tackle and Oaks charged
the middle for 4 more and distance. Kinnick plunged through to the
goal line and then added a successful drop kick for the extra point,
bringing the count up to 27-0.
Several Adel substitutes were sent in. Shearer was held for no
gain but a forward pass was good for 12 yards. Garoutte smeared the
receiver or it might have been worse. Another pass was tried but it
was grabbed by Ben Kinnick, who was substituting for his brother.
Ben was all set to do a lot of other things, but Coach Davis sent the
first team back into the game to make things safer.
Kinnick went through center for 7 and Garoutte followed with 8
in the same spot. Just to show that he was also in the game Oaks
plowed along for 9 yards before being stopped and then added 5
more, putting the ball on the 12 yard line. Garoutte gained 4, but Adel
was penalized 15 for something or other and Kinnick lost five when a
Colfax man broke through and grabbed him by the back of his jersey.
All efforts to shake him off were unavailing and the Adel quarterback
gave up in disgust. Garoutte recovered most of the distance when he
skirted right end for 18 yards and Kinnick added a couple more.
Colfax was penalized for holding and it was Adel’s ball on the one
yard line. Garoutte was sent through but failed to register the marker
on the first play. He was called upon again and dove over. Kinnick’s
forward pass was caught by Macomber for the extra point and the
count was 34 to 0.
With four minutes to play, Oaks kicked to Main, who ran back
12 yards. Two passes were incomplete and then the substitutions
started. A half dozen of the younger fellows were sent in and then
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some more. In his desire to give everyone a chance the coach
ordered too many of them off the bench and all of the first team were
withdrawn except Oaks. Vorhies heaved a pass which was good for 5
and after Oaks had bounced the receiver out of bounds the fullback
was also taken out. Scott gained a couple of yards and more subs
arrived. Another contingent reported and Adel was penalized. More
youngsters appeared before a play was started and more penalties
were inflicted. Scott gained 8 yards on two plays and then punted.
The kick was returned to Adel’s 25 yard line and Shearer went
around the end for a first down. He followed this with a second long
run and a touchdown. An attempted place kick failed and the game
ended soon afterwards with the final count 34 to 6.
The starting lineup:
ADEL

COLFAX

Mortimer

LE

Batty

Lawyer

LT

Nichols

McDaniels

LG

Smith

Codlin

C

Weirick

Myers

RG

Stouffer

Murphy

RT

Gregg

Wilson

RE

Weresh

Kinnick

QB

Shearer

Oaks

FB

Main

Garoutte

RH

Callahan

Scott

LH

Vorhies
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Redfield Here Friday Night

--Old Rivals will Meet Coach Davis’ Player at
Riverside Park—Hard Game is Predicted

--The Redfield high school football team, that aggregation which
is always tough for Adel and sometimes superior in the matter of
touchdown making, will appear at Riverside Park Friday night. Coach
Davis’ men will be waiting for them,
Redfield won their first game but lost to Guthrie Center Friday
night, 19 to 0. The Redfield team however showed up strong and only
some bad breaks gave the game to Guthrie Center. Their new coach
has been drilling his men hard for the game with Adel, and Redfield
rooters will be here en masse.
Adel players came through the Colfax game in good shape and
the week has been spent perfecting some new plays. The game will
start at 7:30
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Adel High School Team Keeps Up
Winning Pace by Defeating Redfield
--Visitors Outplayed Throughout – Forward Passes
Bring Only First Downs Registered

--By playing a superior brand of football throughout, the Adel high
school team easily defeated their old time rival, Redfield, Friday night
at Macy Field. The score at the finish was 27- 0.
From the start there was never any question about the outcome
of the game. Redfield was outclassed. The Adel backs plunged
through holes opened up for them in the line, they skirted the ends
and smashed off tackles at will and on only one occasion did they fail
to make first down unless the field captain chose to kick.
For the locals the work of Wilson, Murphy and McDaniels in the
line and of Garoutte and Kinnick in the backfield was outstanding.
They gave the Adel rooters many thrills and won praise from the
unbiased spectators for some real football. Wilson was out after his
man on every play and he not only got him but usually blocked
another as well.
Murphy, acting as captain for the evening tore holes through
the Redfield line and broke up a half dozen plays before they were
started. McDaniels worked equally as well on the other side of the
line. Kinnick played his usual steady, aggressive game, reeling off
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long end runs, passing and kicking well and directing the team in a
smart manner. Garoutte’s speed and aggressiveness, his dodging,
tackling and blocking was much above the average. He played most
of the game with what the doctor told him was a broken nose, but
after a short rest talked the coach into letting him go in again – and
the injury didn’t affect his fighting spirit.
But every man in the line played his position equally as well and
the substitutes gave good accounts of themselves. Oaks showed an
improvement in his line charging and Macomber, Scott and Ben
Kinnick also looked better in the backfield. Every boy was apparently
anxious to show Coach Davis that the automobile accident which put
him on a chair on the sidelines would have no affect on the outcome
of the game.
Although outplayed, Redfield showed no sign of quitting at any
time and Adel was made to fight for every inch of ground gained. With
better support from the line the Redfield backs would have caused
Adel a lot of trouble. The quartet of backfield men are all fast but most
of their plays were broken up before they got under way. Schroeder’s
punting was of high order.
The game in detail:
Redfield kicked off to Kinnick, who made a 10 yard return. The
locals got away to a poor start when a forward pass was incomplete
and Kinnick’s attack through center netted only 3 yards. He punted on
the next play and the kick was not up to standard, going out of
bounds on Adel’s 40 yard line.
Hadley gained 3 yards through center, but Ford’s attempt on a
spinner play was upset with no gain. A forward pass was good for ten
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yards before the receiver was bowled over by Kinnick. Schroeder
tried to gain through the line but was thrown for a slight loss by
Wilson. A forward pass was intercepted by Macomber and then Adel
started toward a touchdown.
Kinnick started off around right end behind splendid
interference and negotiated 35 yards before downed. Garoutte went
the other way, cut in when a tackle seemed imminent and gained 33
yards, putting the oval on the 9 yard line. He smashed center for 3
and Kinnick went through right tackle for 3 more. Oaks was called
upon for the final plunge and took the ball over for the first score.
Kinnick’s drop kick for the extra point was perfect and the score was
7-0.
During the initial assault Macomber showed some fine blocking
and Garoutte’s dodging was uncanny. A short delay occurred while
Jimmy Codlin changed shoulder protectors with a substitute.
Adel kicked to Schroeder, who was downed by Garoutte after a
5 yard return. Ford tried another spinner and Wilson upset him for no
gain. Schroeder attempted a line plunge but Oaks was through and
on top of him for a 3 yard loss. Schroeder punted to Kinnick who
returned 10 yards but lost the ball when tackled and a Redfield man
recovered. Ford tried another spinner but it worked no better than the
previous attempts, Mortimer and McDaniels smothering the runner for
a 3 yard loss. A pass was tried and Wilson was on the receiver before
he had a chance, netting Redfield a 12 yard loss. Schroeder punted
to Adel’s 23 yard line.
Oaks was sent through right tackle for 3 yards. Garoutte hit the
center and kept on dodging and squirming until he had gained 30
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yards, but was called back when Adel was penalized 15 yards for
holding. The foul was charged to the over anxiousness of Codlin, who
played a fine game throughout. Kinnick recovered the yardage with a
25 yard run around right end, for a first down.
Garoutte and Oaks each gained 2 yards through center and
Redfield was penalized 5 for offside play. Kinnick gained a few feet
on a line buck and Oaks came through with 4 yards for distance.
Garoutte gained a yard off tackle and Kinnick followed with an
end run for 8. With a yard to go a pass was tried but it was
incomplete and Adel punted.
Hadley tried to get around right end but McDaniels smeared
him. Schroeder to Kinnick who brought the ball back to the Adel 32
yard line just as the quarter ended.
Kinnick punted and it was Redfield’s ball on the 20 yard line.
Hadley couldn’t gain through center and 2 yards was the best Baker
could make. Schroeder booted a long punt and Kinnick returned it on
the first play. In the exchange Redfield gained slightly.
Ford hit center for the only big gain made through the Adel line.
He covered 9 yards before brought down by Garoutte with a hard
tackle. Hadley and Ford tried the same spot but the hole was closed
and both were stopped without gain. Schroeder got another long punt
away and Kinnick returned the ball to the 30 yard line.
Garoutte started around left end, cut in and dodged through for
9 yards. Kinnick traveled the right end route for 7 and distance.
Garoutte made 4 and Kinnick again repeated for 7, helped by
Garoutte’s splendid blocking. The pair kept the advance operating
when Garoutte gained 5 around left end and Kinnick made 15 around
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the right side. Pig flashed through center for 5 and Adel was
penalized 15 yards when McDaniels become over anxious to hold his
man. A pass to Mortimer went for naught when he failed to hold a
difficult heave, but the next play, also a pass, was completed when
Wilson caught the ball and had gained 15 yards before being
downed.
A lateral from Oaks to Kinnick gave Adel a 5 yard gain and a
forward pass, Kinnick to Wilson was good for 20 yards, with the ball 5
steps from the goal line. Oaks hit center for 3 and Kinnick for 1. On
the next play Oaks charged through for the marker. The drop kick
was blocked and the score was 13 to 0.
Oaks kicked to Hill who had been substituted for Baker. He
started back but Garoutte nailed him after a few steps. A triple pass
was tried but McDaniels put the play in the discard with a nice tackle.
Hadley was stopped by Murphy when he tried to get through the line
and Adel was penalized 5 yards when Gearhart charged too quickly.
Hadley gained 5 through left tackle and Ford met up with Jack Wilson
after he had gained a yard. The timekeeper’s gun ended the half.
Several substitutions were made after the rest period;
Macomber taking Garoutte’s place after the team physician found that
“Pig’s” nose was out of joint. Scott went in as the blocking back and
Jack Lawyer for Gearhart.
Redfield kicked to Kinnick and the latter ran the ball back 30
yards. He tried a line play but was stopped and Macomber was also
halted. Kinnick punted and the ball was brought back 10 yards to the
40 yard marker.
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A lateral pass, intended for a Redfield player, was grabbed by
Wilson who not only upset the play but was away for 15 yards before
downed.
Oaks rammed the line for 3 yards and Kinnick made an equal
distance around right end before he was chased out of bounds.
Kinnick flipped a short pass to Scott for the necessary distance and
then got away for a run around right end which brought an extra point
and the score was 20-0.
Oaks kicked off, the ball going over the goal line. It was put into
play at the 20 yard line and Schroeder gained a couple of yards
before Murphy floored him. Hadley started through center but Codlin
stopped him before he could do anything but start. Schroeder punted.
With the ball on the Adel 28 yard line, Oaks fumbled but
recovered without loss. Kinnick went around right end for 15.
Garoutte, decorated with a headgear and nose protector, which he
generally disdained, was sent in for Macomber and tore through the
line for a gain of yards. Oaks gained a little and Kinnick’s punt was
blocked, and a Redfield man recovering on the 41 yard line.
A pass was incomplete. Redfield’s left half gained a yard
through center. A forward pass was attempted but McDaniels slipped
through and upset the play for a 6 yard loss. Redfield punted.
Ben Kinnick was substituted for Scott, but his presence seemed
to fuss his brother Nile, the latter failing to gain on a play through the
line. He tried again and gained 3 yards, and then got away a high
punt. Both of the Adel ends were on the receiver when he caught the
ball.
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Ford tried to cut in off tackle but Wilson disputed the right of
way and there was no gain. Schroeder attempted a run around right
end and Mortimer made him look bad by tackling him for a 5 yard
loss. Schroeder punted and Kinnick started a sensational run through
a broken field, bringing the ball back to the 37 yard line.
Chapman was substituted for Mortimer. Garoutte skirted left
end for 20 yards. Kinnick heaved a pass to Wilson which the latter
missed. Because it was about the first misplay he has made this
season the crowd forgave him. Kinnick went around right end for 15
yards and put the ball within 8 yards of the goal. Garoutte lost 3 when
a Redfield man broke through and nailed him after he had shook off
two others. Larry Hill was substituted for Garoutte. Two passes were
incomplete and Redfield was given the ball on downs.
A pass to Godwin netted the visitors 15 yards as the quarter
ended. Macomber, Scott and Gearhart were sent back into the fray.
Redfield tried a forward pass which was knocked down and
Schroeder ran 3 yards when downed by Murphy. His punt was run
back by Kinnick 10 yards.
Kinnick punted on the first play and nearly all of the Adel men
were on the Redfield receiver.
Redfield tried a pass which was not completed and Baker
gained yards around right end. Schroeder punted to Macomber, who
wiggled back for 9 yards.
Adel punted over the line and it was Redfield’s ball on their 20
yard line. Quinn went in for McDaniels. Kinnick grabbed a forward
pass and Adel started another offensive from the 18 yard line.
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A pass was incomplete, over the goal line, and Redfield was
given the ball. Schroeder’s punt was played and Adel started again
on the yard line. Kinnick fumbled and lost 25 and then kicked.
Kubacek went in for Codlin at center and Stacy took Scott’s place at
halfback. Redfield attempted a forward pass which was picked out of
the air by Joe Quinn.
Kinnick, aided by some fine interference, went around right end
for 5 yards. He then smashed right tackle for three and on the third
attempt started an end run, cutting and finished his sprint over the
goal line for another touchdown. A pass to Wilson added another
point and completed the scoring at 27 to 0 points.
Redfield sent in several substitutions as Adel kicked off, and
Jesse Hague went in for Myers. Oaks booted the ball to Schroeder
and both of the Adel ends were there to prevent a return.
A Redfield back gained a yard and Wilson was hurt tackling
him. Jack Lawyer succeeded him in the end position. Baker gained a
little and Schroeder was stopped and Redfield punted.
Adel drew a 5 yard penalty for offside play and after Redfield’s
punt another penalty was assessed making a first down. A forward
pass was incomplete. Ben Kinnick was sent in to relieve his brother
and direct the team. Hadley tried a line punch and Murphy threw him
back for a slight loss. Another play was completed for a 20 advance.
A third one was good and the ball was on the 25 yard line where Adel
was penalized 15 for roughness. A play was stopped and an end run
was halted by Oaks. Redfield drew a 5 yard penalty but a pass was
complete for a short gain, Macomber’s nice tackle preventing a
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giveaway. Another pass was incomplete and still another was
knocked down by Ben Kinnick, Adel getting the ball on downs.
Oaks got around the end but Adel drew a 5 yard penalty for
being offside. Oaks hit the line for 5 and again for 10 as the game
ended.

The starting line-up:
ADEL

REDFIELD

Mortimer, le

Godwin

Gearhart, lt

Kauffman

Myers, lg

Peddicord

Codlin, c

Michaels

McDaniels, rg

Hiatt

Murphy, rt (c)

Cook

Wilson, re

Summy

Kinnick, q

Ford

Garoutte, rh

Schroeder

Macomber, lh

Baker

Oaks, fb

Hadley
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Adel High Bats Greenfield Team by Score of
Twelve to Nothing

--Outplayed Strong Eleven on Their Own
Ground—Guthrie Center Big Problem This Week

--About a hundred Adel football fans accompanied the local high
school team to Greenfield Friday night and watched their favorites
take the measure of the strong Greenfield eleven by a score of 12 to
0. They not only saw the locals outplay their opponents, but they
watched a clean snappy game, one free from any form of roughness
and filled with sportsmanlike playing.
Greenfield was touted as a hard team to beat and the Adel
players found them to be just that. They battled for every inch of
yardage, and lived up to their reputation, but the Davis men were
superior and won by better all-around football.
Things looked bad for Adel at the start. Oaks kicked off to
Greenfield and the latter team, after failing to gain in two plays,
punted over the head of the Adel safety man. The ball went out of
bounds on Adel’s 4 yard line and the field captain crossed up the
opponents by taking a chance on carrying it out of danger instead of
kicking. The plan worked. With Garoutte and Kinnick carrying the ball
most of the time, the Adel players pounded their way out of the
danger zone. It was hard work, but the gains were steady and just
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before the first quarter closed Kinnick plunged thru for a touchdown.
In the third quarter, after the play had been about even in the second
period, there was a repetition of the opening session, Garoutte
getting the touchdown after one of his hard charging, quick dodging
end runs.
It was not until the last quarter that Greenfield could gain
consistently and they were credited with three first downs. Most of the
game was played in Greenfield territory.
For Adel the only substitutions were Scott for Macomber and
Jack Lawyer for Gearhart. Mortimer’s work at left end was
outstanding and Myers and McDaniels starred in defensive play.
This week Coach Davis is working hard with the team in
preparation for the Guthrie Center battle here Friday night. Guthrie
Center is the team feared most on the entire schedule. Last Friday
night they won from Audubon 68 to 0 and that score doesn’t show
weakness by any means. The locals came through the Greenfield
game without injuries and they promise to be in there giving Guthrie
Center opposition from start to finish Friday night.
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Adel’s Hardest Game This Week

--Guthrie Center Promises Strongest Opposition
Locals Have Met This Season

--“We’re expecting the hardest game of our entire schedule,
when we meet Guthrie Center here Friday night,” said Coach Verle
Davis, of the Adel high school team yesterday. “The boys know that
Guthrie is going to be a hard nut to crack, but they’ll be in there from
the start trying to do the cracking.”
And that seems to be what all of the local football fans are
thinking.
Guthrie Center has not lost a game this season. They walked
over Stuart and Redfield by comfortable margins and then tromped
on Audubon Friday night 68 to 0. That’s a lot touchdowns for any
team against any kind of a team, and it has made the players and
rooters alike a little bit worried over the outcome of the game here.
Adel’s record is likewise clean.
Indications are that Friday’s game will draw a big crowd, both
from Adel and Guthrie Center. Supporters of the latter team are of the
opinion that they are of state championship caliber and Adel fans are
equally as loyal. A good tip is: “Be there early if you would get a good
seat.” The game starts at 7:30 sharp.
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Thrilling Game Ends in 20-20 Tie

--Adel and Guthrie Center High School Teams
Battle to Draw in a Sensational Contest
SCHLOTTERBECK’S 90 YARD RUN
WHIPS LOCALS
Both Teams Get Breaks at Critical
Times and Both Play Powerful
Offensive Game

THE STATISTICS
Forward passes attempted: Adel 5; Guthrie 1
Passes completed: Adel 3; Guthrie 0
Yards gained by passes: Adel 33
Yards gained from scrimmage: Adel 156; Guthrie 226
Punts: Adel, 4 for total of 155; Guthrie, 3 for 55 yards
First Downs: Adel 9, Guthrie 8
Fumbles: Adel 3; Guthrie 4
Yards lost in scrimmage: Adel 6; Guthrie 11
Penalties: Adel 5 yards; Guthrie 15
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Before a crowd of about 1500 people, the largest ever in
attendance at a football game in Adel, the high school teams of Adel
and Guthrie Center battled to a tie, 20 to 20, last Friday night.
Filled with thrills and sensational plays, with the players of each
team keyed up to a “do or die” pitch, it was a most interesting game
to watch. It was also a hard game for the supporters of each team to
lose.
“Breaks” played an important part in the battle, each team
getting some good ones and some bad ones. The result was about
even. Adel profited early in the contest when a Guthrie Center man
fumbled near his own goal line and Adel recovered. Guthrie got out of
a bad hole and what looked like a sure defeat when the referee’s
whistle stopped the game with Adel only ten yards from the goal and
going strong. And there were others throughout, any one of which
meant much to all concerned.
It was a great game, played by two great high school teams.
Each was better offensively than defensively and the result was an
uncertainty which kept the spectators wild with excitement.
Garoutte and Kinnick, as usual, were the ground gainers for
Adel, with Schlotterbeck making most of the yardage for Guthrie. The
latter came here touted as a wonderful performer and he lived up to
his reputation. Had he not been in the line-up, the visitors would have
been just an ordinary team. He is one of the fastest men ever seen
on the local gridiron, and he hits the line like a bull. He is a good
dodger, keeps his head in the pinches and gains a yard or two even
after being tackled. His sensational run in the third quarter, when he
sprinted 90 yards for a touchdown, would have been outstanding in
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any game. Another outstanding star for the visitors was Masters, who
plays center. Usually the man in that position contents himself with
passing the ball and stopping his opponents, but Masters roamed
around all over the field and did most of the tackling as well.
Garoutte, Kinnick and Oaks all looked good, with Garoutte
playing a bang up game in every way. Mortimer and Wilson looked
after the wing positions in fine shape and Myers and McDaniels were
in every play. The blocking of Stacy and Macomber, the former
playing most of the game, was first class.
Adel scored early in the first quarter and drop kicked for the
extra point. Five minutes later Guthrie registered a touchdown but
failed to add the extra point on a line play. The locals registered again
when Garoutte went over but the kick failed. Still another touchdown
was registered before the half ended and Adel was leading 20-6
when the rest period came. In the third quarter Guthrie started an
advance which could not be stopped and tied the score. After that it
was give and take with the honors even.
The game in detail:
Adel kicked off to Guthrie Center and Hartman fumbled.
Garoutte was on the ball in a flash and Adel started a fast offensive
from Guthrie’s 20 yard line. It was a big break for the locals, that
fumble, and they took advantage of it. Oaks was held for no gain on a
line plunge but a pass, Kinnick to Garoutte, netted Adel 12 yards and
a first down. With the ball 8 yards from goal Kinnick hit the line twice
for a total of 6 yards and then, with the opposition drawn in, he tossed
a pass to Mortimer for a touchdown. Kinnick added another point by a
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perfect drop kick and the score was 7-0 after about two minutes of
play.
Oaks kicked off to Schlotterbeck and the latter, through a quick
pass to a companion, gave his team a 60 yard return, the ball being
carried up to Adel’s 30 yard line. Schlotterbeck was sent into the line
but was upset by McDaniels. On the next play the Guthrie star got
away for 15 yards around right end. Hartman started around left end
and lost 4 yards when two or three Adel tacklers hit him.
Schlotterbeck was stopped by Murphy after a short gain on a line play
and when he tried again Wilson upset his chances to gain by a hard
tackle. Schlotterbeck crashed through center for a touchdown but the
try for the extra point failed and the score was: Adel 7, Guthrie 6.
It was fast and scrappy football throughout.
Guthrie kicked to Kinnick, who returned the ball 20 yards before
being downed, and on the first play gained 3 yards off left tackle.
Garoutte was called up and made a dash around right end,
registering a gain of 27 yards before he was stopped.
Kinnick started around left end, cut in and gained 5. He then
punted over the line and the Guthrie receiver was flopped by Wilson
after a short gain.
Hartman gained a couple of yards through the line and
Schlotterbeck added 6 around right end. Parrish hit center for 2 and a
first down, and the quarter ended with the ball on Guthrie’s 30 yard
line.
Schlotterbeck gained 5 yards by an assault on the Adel line, but
fumbled and Myers recovered for Adel.
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Garoutte gained 5 around right end and Kinnick followed with 8
in the same place for a first down.
Kinnick rammed through the line for 4 and Garoutte went
around left end for 15.
A hundred or more wildly enthusiastic Adel fans leaned too
heavily on the gridiron fence at this point and by actual count 53 of
them were downed while still rooting for their favorites. The incident
did not in any way stop the Adel march. With 8 yards to go Kinnick
tossed a lateral pass to Garoutte and the latter skirted right end for a
touchdown. The drop kick was wide and the score was: Adel 13;
Guthrie 6.
Oaks kicked off and Lathrop returned the ball 15. Schlotterbeck
tried a run around left end but was stopped for no gain when Wilson
made a sweet tackle. Hartman was sent in the same direction and he,
too, met up with Wilson and lost 2. Guthrie’s punt was blocked and it
was Adel’s ball on the 34 yard line.
Garoutte gained a yard and Kinnick made 4 on the opposite
side. The ball was fumbled when the impact came but Garoutte was
hanging around as usual and recovered. Kinnick swept around right
end for 6 yards, putting the ball on the 21 yard marker. Kinnick
squirmed through center for 15 and it was Adel’s ball on the 6 yard
line. From that point the score was made after three attempts.
Garoutte advanced 4 but Oaks was held. Kinnick then plunged over
the goal line for the third touchdown and the count was Adel 20:
Guthrie 6.
Adel kicked to Hartman, who fumbled again, but recovered and
carried the ball 10 yards before halted. Macomber went in for
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Garoutte until the close of the period. Hartman tried an off tackle
smash but Mortimer tackled him and he dropped the ball, which was
recovered by Murphy.
A forward pass, Kinnick to Stacy, netted Adel 18 yards. Kinnick
was set for another heave but his men were covered and he chose to
carry the ball instead. When he was tackled he fumbled, but an Adel
man recovered the ball on the 9 yard line as the half ended.
Guthrie kicked off at the start of the third period. Stacy ran the
ball back 15, to the 31 yard line. Kinnick crossed up the opponents by
leaving his interference and going around right end for 4 yards.
Garoutte tried the left end but Masters broke through and nailed him
for a loss of 4 yards. Kinnick punted to the 30 yard line.
Schlotterbeck failed to gain when Murphy brought him down.
On the next play, however, he made a fine plunge and gained 7.
Guthrie punted to the Adel 30 yard line.
Kinnick tried to get away but Masters again came through the
line and stopped him. On the next play he made a short gain but
punted on the third down and Adel gained a little on the exchange of
kicks.
Schlotterbeck hit the line for 2 yards and then went around right
end for 12. He was headed for the goal when Garoutte stopped him.
Hartman, in a desperate attempt, cut in for 7 and Guthrie was well on
the way for another touchdown. Parrish couldn’t gain because of too
much Murphy but Hartman advanced 4 yards through left tackle.
With the ball in the center of the field Schlotterbeck rammed
center for 5 and again for 4. Lawyer was sent in to relieve Gearhart
who had been taking a lot of pounding. Schlotterbeck gained 4
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through center and Hartman added a yard. The Guthrie ace then
carried the ball 7 yards on two plays and a first down.
With the ball on the Adel 24 yard line Hartman got away behind
perfect interference around left end for a touchdown and
Schlotterbeck put on the extra point with a charge through center.
The score was Adel 20; Guthrie 13.
Guthrie kicked off and Oaks ran the ball back 30 yards. Kinnick
went around right end for 8, just as the quarter ended.
The final period opened with Oaks hitting the line for 2 yards
and Kinnick making an end run for 8 and a first down. Kinnick lost a
yard when Lathrop broke through and stopped hm. A forward pass
was incomplete. Stacy made a game try but was about an inch too
short. A lateral pass, Oaks to Kinnick resulted in a substantial gain,
but lacked about a foot of making the needed distance. Guthrie
Center drew their only penalty of the game at this point when a visitor
jumped upon Kinnick after the play had stopped. Garoutte gained a
yard trying to get free of the left end and on the next play Kinnick
fumbled and it was Guthrie Center’s ball. There was considerable
criticism but Referee Clampitt ruled that he had blown his whistle
while the ball was in the air and it was given to Guthrie Center on
their 19 yard line. To the crowd it looked as though the argument was
still in progress when Schlotterbeck cut in through left tackle on the
most sensational play of the game. Adel’s safety man was playing in
close and the Guthrie flash galloped 90 yards for a touchdown which
tied the score at 20-20.
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Kinnick ran back Guthrie’s kick 15 yards and would have had
more had he not collided with an official. Garoutte gained 2 at left end
and Kinnick circled the other side for 10.
Garoutte gained 3 at right end and Kinnick hit the center for a
like distance. A pass was incomplete and Kinnick punted. The ball
went over the goal line and Guthrie Center put it in play on the 20
yard line.
Schlotterbeck was stopped at center, another backfield man
gained 5 and Schlotterbeck advanced 7 on two plays.
Parrish punched the line for a yard and Murphy prevented the
next ball carrier from advancing by doing some energetic tackling. At
this point the Adel lineman won hearty applause from their supporters
by holding hard and Guthrie was forced to punt.
The kick was caught by Oaks who had charged through the
Guthrie defense. He was headed for a touchdown when he stumbled
and was downed a scant ten yards from a victory. The game ended
before Adel had a chance o line up for another play.
The starting line-up
ADEL

GUTHRIE

Mortimer, le

Schoesmith, le

Gearhart, lt

Readinger, lt

Myers, lg

Sheeder, lg

Codlin, c

Masters, c

McDaniels, rg

Lathrop, rg

Murphy, rt

Luckinbill, tl

Wilson, re

Nelson, re

Kinnick, q

Ely, q
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Macomber, lh

Schlotterbeck, lh

Garoutte, rh

Hartman, rh

Oaks, fb

Parrish, fb

Officials: Clampitt, of Dexter, referee; Scholz, of Earlham,
umpire: Morgan, of Stuart, head linesman.
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Strong Panora Team Here Friday
--Undefeated Aggregation Will Meet the Adel Team
at Macy Field This Week
--The Panora high school football team, which has thus far gone
thru the season without a defeat, will come to Adel Friday night for a
game with Coach Davis’ men. Five victories are credited to them.
Along with the team, according to the reports, will come
practically all of the town of Panora, together with many from the
surrounding country. They are coming with but one thought in mind –
beat Adel.
The Panora team, touted as the best in the history of the
school, has played five games this season and has won them all.
Their recent defeat of Stuart by a 21-0 score shows they are strong.
The battle will also give the fans a line on what to expect when Stuart
comes a week from Friday for the last home game.
The Adel players came through the grueling Guthrie Center
contest in good shape and are ready for anything Panora can bring.
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Panora Team No Match for Adel Gridders

--Coach Davis’ Players win from Visitors in One
Sided Game by Score of 33 to 0
--KINNICK AND OAKS CARRY BALL MOST
--Injury of Garoutte Weakens Adel Offensive—
Burkhead Shows Up Well in First Opportunity
--Adel high school’s undefeated football team remained unbeaten
following the clash with Panora high Friday night. The locals won the
game by a score of 33 to 0 – won it without the services of one of
their most aggressive players and without their goal line being in
danger at any time.
Panora came to Adel with a record of fine victories and no
defeats. With two of their best men on the sidelines because of
injuries they were no match for Coach Davis’ men, although they
fought hard every minute of the game. Their defense was better than
the average seen here, but on offensive work the visitors were able to
make only two first downs, both of these coming by the air route. Adel
piled up a total of 17 first downs and there were three others which
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might rightly be classed as such, made with the ball inside the 10
yard line.
For Adel, Kinnick as usual was the outstanding player. His
backfield mate, “Pig” Garoutte, was injured early in the contest and
he did most of the ball carrying himself. In addition, he directed the
team, did all the passing, made numerous tackles and was in every
play. There are few better all around high school players in Iowa. But
he was not the only Adel player who showed up well. Oaks displayed
considerable strength when given the ball on wide end runs:
Burkhead, a second team lad who was sent in for Garoutte, played
like a veteran and the fans were quick to recognize his ability. He is
fast, aggressive, quick thinking and a good ball carrier. Wilson and
Mortimer again played fine games at the end positions. Macomber
contributed numerous short gains on dashes from position and Myers
displayed some first class blocking. The center trio of McDaniels,
Lawyer and Codlin, with Kubasek alternating for the latter, stopped
most of the plays directed at the line, and Murphy and Gearhart were
in every play. Jesse Hague also proved himself a comer by his work
in the latter part of the contest.
For Panora, Trent and Shreve did most of the ball carrying and
stood the brunt of the heavy work. They could not gain consistently,
however because the Adel line would not permit it.
The last home game of the season will be played Friday night
with Stuart.
Here’s what happened last Friday:
Oaks kicked off for Adel and the ball was returned 5 yards.
Starting on their 25 yard line Panora opened up an offensive which
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was feared but which was easily halted. Shreve tried a run around
right end but could not gain. Trent made a yard through center and
then 4 more around left end but was forced to punt on the fourth
down. The punt was short and out of bounds and Adel took the ball
on Panora’s 38 yard line.
Oaks opened the fray for the locals with a 5 yard plunge
through center. Kinnick followed with 11 for a first down. Garoutte hit
the line for a short gain but someone knocked the ball from his hands
and a Panora man recovered.
Shreve gained a yard around left end but Garoutte apparently
disgusted because of his fumble, missed him with a pretty tackle
when he seemed headed for a long advance. Trent made 2 yards
through center and a forward pass was caught by Wine for a 12 yard
gain and a first down.
Shree went through his right tackle for 2 yards and Trent
followed with 1 in the same place. Panora was penalized 5 yards for
taking too much time in the huddle, and Trent punted to the 31 yard
line.
Oaks started another Adel offensive by skirting the right end for
15 yards. Kinnick added 6 around the other wing, after brushing off
one tackler and stiff arming another. Oaks plowed through the line
for 3 and Kinnick hit the same hole for 7 and another first down.
Kinnick gained 3 through center but Oaks could not advance
when he went into the opposing line straight up. Garoutte was injured
and taken from the game. Coach Davis sent Myers to the backfield
and Jack Lawyer in at guard position. Kinnick gained 6 yards when
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he cut in after starting an end run and then made distance on the next
play on a fake.
With the ball on Panora’s 17 yard line, an offensive was started
which soon brought a score. Kinnick hit the middle for 2 yards and
Macomber added 5 with a spinner. Oaks charged for the needed
distance, and the ball was on the five yard line. Kinnick rammed the
line for 2 and Trent was hurt when he stopped the play. After taking
all the time allowed he continued in the game. Kinnick went through
for the touchdown but his drop kick was wide and the score was Adel
6; Panora 0
Oaks kicked to Shreve, who made a nice broken field run and
brought the oval back 30 yards. Trent hit center for 5 but Shreve was
stopped at the line of scrimmage by McDaniels. The quarter ended as
the play was made, third down and 5 to go. At the start of the second
period Panora tried a delayed pass that looked like it would work until
Wilson appeared on the scene and upset the ball carrier for a slight
loss. Trent punted to Kinnick, who came back 15 yards before being
downed.
Macomber slipped through for a 2 yard gain and Kinnick did
something seldom credited to him – he fumbled when the started
through the line. A Panora player fell on the ball.
Trent gained a couple of yards through center and Shreve
added another by a plunge through tackle. A fumble for the visitors
lost a yard and a pass was incomplete, giving Adel the ball on their
own 37 yard line.
Kinnick gained 3 yards around the right end and then made
distance through center. He hit the same spot again for 5 and still
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again for 3. Macomber was halted without gain and an attempted
forward pass was plucked from the air by a Panora man.
Shreve gained 6 yards on a right end run but lost the distance
and 6 more when Wilson and Mortimer both tackled him before he
could get started on the next play. Trent tried a smash at center but
was gathered in by Wilson and the score Shreve had lost another
yard it was Adel’s ball on downs.
Kinnick got away for a pretty run resulting in a 13 yard gain. He
followed with another around the opposite end for 5 and still another
for 9. Oaks gained 5 around left end and Kinnick added 11 when he
twisted through the line, bringing Adel three first downs in rapid
succession. With the ball on the 13 yard line Kinnick gained 5 at left
end and then, after brushing off two or three tacklers pivoted his way
over the goal line for the second marker. With the opponents set to
block a good kick, he crossed them up by running the end for the
extra point, bringing the score up to 13-0.
Oaks kicked off the Shreve, who returned the ball 20 yards. A
pass was incomplete, but another resulted in a gain of a few yards,
just as the half ended.
Oaks kicked to Critz and McDaniels brought him down so hard
he retired from the game. Shreve started around left end but Kinnick
went through and upset him for a 4 yard loss. He tried again and
Wilson mussed up the play with a nice tackle. On the third attempt
Trent gained 4 yards but Panora was forced to kick. Kinnick juggled
the ball for a moment, but recovered and carried it to the center of the
field.
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Oaks made a yard through left tackle and Macomber cut in for
2. Kinnick slipped around right end for 8 and distance. On the next
play he gained 5 on a line buck and followed with 4 around left end.
Oaks hit center for 12 and put the ball on Panora’s 20 yard line.
Kinnick gained 5 through center but Oaks was caught for a 3
yard loss. Kinnick got away for a short gain and was headed goal
ward when a Panora man downed him with a shoe tackle and he
heaved the next ball over the goal line on an incomplete pass, giving
Panora the ball again on their 20 yard mark.
A charge through center brought nothing and Shreve lost 2 by
reason of Kinnick’s tackle. Oaks caught the Panora punt and brought
it back 10 yards.
Macomber was stopped but a pass Kinnick to Mortimer, was
good for 20 yards, and the thirteenth first down.
Kinnick ran right end for 5 and Oaks hit center for 3, putting the
ball within 2 yards of a score. Oaks carried it to the one foot line and
on the next play went over for the count, Kinnick’s forward pass was
ered (sic) the ball for Adel. It was then 20 to 0.
Panora was given the ball on the 200 yard line after Oak’s kick
went over the border. A backfield man tried to gain through the line
but Lawyer upset him and then recovered the ball after a fumble had
been made. With the ball on Panora’s 7 yard line, Kinnick heaved a
pass to the right and Wilson staged a beautiful catch as he fell giving
Adel another touchdown. A similar pass, directed the other way, was
caught by Mortimer for an extra point and the score was 27 to 0.
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At this point Burkhead was sent in and at once proved the
wisdom of the coach’s move by getting himself into every play. The
quarter ended soon after Oaks had kicked off.
Shreve started an end run but encountered plenty of trouble.
He shook off three Adel players, each of whom pushed him back a
little and finally was downed with a 5 yard loss when Wilson gathered
in his legs. A delayed pass was fumbled and Panora lost 5 more, but
Adel was penalized for something when a punt was tried. Another
kick was attempted but Quinn broke through and not only blocked it,
but recovered the ball for Adel. It was then on Panora’s 5 yard line.
From this point another touchdown was easy. Burkhead was
sent into the line for a 2 yard gain, but Adel was penalized 10. Kinnick
went around right end for 5 and then heaved a pass to Wilson for a
touchdown. His drop kick was a little wide of the goal posts and the
score was 33 to 0.
Jesse Hague was sent in for Quinn and played a lot of football
in the line. Oaks kicked off and the ball was run back 10 yards while
nearly everyone in the big crowd was staring upwards at a monster
flock of geese attracted by the floodlights. They flew on, however and
the spectators settled down again.
Panora tried a forward pass which was not completed, but on
the second attempt made one good for 10 yards and their other first
down of the game. Another pass was knocked down by Wilson,
Shreve was held for no gain and Panora drew a 5 yard penalty for
offside play. Slott went in for Macomber and the Panora coach sent in
numerous subs in a vain attempt to stop the Adel backs. Shreve
could not gain around left end but a forward pass brought the visitors
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9 yards. Burkhead’s tackle kept it from being much more. Panora
punted to the corner of the field and it was Adel’s ball on their own 5
yard line.
Oaks hit center for 6 but fumbled and Panora had its only real
opportunity to score during the evening. With the ball on Adel’s 10
yard line, Shreve couldn’t gain an inch through center and another
backfield man lost 4 when Mortimer crashed over his blocker and
made the tackle. A forward pass was tried and for a few seconds it
looked like a score might result. The ball was batted around from one
player to another several times but Kinnick finally charged through
and slapped it to the ground. Adel was given the ball on downs.
Oaks fumbled but recovered the ball after losing 15 yards.
Kinnick got away around right end for 20 yards and on the next play
kicked out of the danger zone. Wilson was down the field like a race
horse and downed the receiver in his tracks.
A Panora back tried an end run but was brought down with no
gain by Hague. A forward pass was attempted but Burkhead was
hanging around in the proper spot for Adel and grabbed the ball.
Kinnick’s pass to Wilson was good for a 22 yard gain and in an
effort to increase the score to 39-0 three more passes were tried in
succession. None of them were completed and Adel punted over the
goal line.
Panora was given the ball on the 20 yard line, but the game
ended before a play could be started. Several hundred spectators
suggested that the time keeper be supplied with a gun, so that they,
too, would know when the quarters ended.
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The starting line-up:
ADEL

PANORA

Mortimer, le

Dill, le

Gearhart, lt

Kindred, lt

Myers, lg

Knowlton, lg

Codlin, c

Critz, c

McDaniels, rg

Richey, rg

Murphy, rt

Emmons, rt

Wilson, re

R. Wine, re

Kinnick, qb

Patterson, qb

Oaks, fb

Trent, fb

Garoutte, rh

L. wine, rh

Macomber, lh

Shreve, lh

Officials: Wright, referee: Dalb, umpire: Digler, head linesman
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Adel Scoring Machine Runs Up Big Count

--Nearly set a Record in Game Friday Night Against
the Stuart High School Players
--FIFTEEN TOUCHDOWNS MADE BY ADEL TEAM
--Final Count Was Either 97 to 0 or 102 to Nothing –
Either Way It Was Enormous

--A record for scoring in a football game in central Iowa was set
Friday night when the Adel high school team registered fifteen
touchdowns against the Stuart eleven. Seven points were added on
drop kicks, line plays or passes after the goal line was crossed,
making the official count at least 97 to 0.
After the game officials who had been checking the score
stated that it was 102 to 0 but the record kept by the News reporter
and by Bob Garoutte, who handled the loud microphone and gave the
play by play account to the spectators, differed by 5 points. This
difference may have been caused by the manner in which the referee
signaled whether or not a drop kick was good.
In any event, the score was enormous. It was about twice as
large as any ever made here before and so far as the News is
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concerned, will stand at 97 to 0. There can be no argument about
there being at least that many points.
Because of the disagreeable weather conditions, the crowd was
unusually small. The Stuart team was not up to the strength shown in
previous years and the game was slated to be one-sided from the
start but no one expected the score to be anything like it was. After a
few minutes of play it was just a question of how many touchdowns
were made.
Coach Davis sent his first string men in at the start and they
immediately opened an offense that was perfect in every way. At the
end of the first quarter the count was 25-0 and at the half it was 51-0.
In the later minutes of the second quarter nine subs were sent in and
at the beginning of the third quarter, when Adel’s first team again took
the field the Stuart coach put a crowd of little boys on the field. From
that time on, changes were numerous. When the Adel subs were
playing the Stuart regulars were in the line-up. When the Adel
regulars were in, Stuart presented some reserves. Finally at the end
of the third quarter all of the Adel regulars except Codlin who was
acting as captain, were sent to the showers and the 1934 boys
received a good workout.
For Adel, team work was outstanding, although there was
plenty of individual starring. Garoutte made four touchdowns, Oaks 3,
Kinnick 2, Stacy 2 and Myers, Wilson, Mortimer and Chapman 1
each. The only play not up to standard was Kinnick’s dropkicking,
which is usually sure. Several kicks attempted missed the goal posts
by a few inches. As stated by the announcer his toe was “cold”
throughout the evening.
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Detailed play was:
Oaks kicked off and a Stuart backfield man returned the ball 20
years before downed. Slauser tried a plunge and lost 3 yards when
he bumped into Murphy. Lowe tried another and Murphy was there to
stop him also. The punt was returned by Stacy a few yards.
Garoutte opened the Adel offensive with a dash through right
tackle for 5 yards. Oaks followed with a 32 yard gain through the line,
putting the ball on the 18 yard line. Garoutte gained 3 through left
tackle and Oaks made 8 through center. Garoutte was downed on the
one foot line and Oaks went over for the first touchdown. Kinnick’s
drop kick was wide and the score was Adel 6; Stuart 0, after only
about three minutes of play.
Adel kicked off and the whole team was down the field with it.
Wilson downing the receiver before he could get started.
Slauser couldn’t gain through center and an attempted forward
pass was knocked down by Kinnick. Stuart punted to the 33 yard line
and Oaks carried the ball back 15 yards.
Garoutte, behind interference that was decidedly big league,
went around right end for 18 yards and a second touchdown. The
only man breaking through was stiff armed. Again the drop kick was
wide and the score was Adel 12; Stuart 0.
Adel kicked off and a fast Stuart man returned 15 yards. A
lateral pass was good for 1 yard around left end but a short forward
pass was incomplete. Slauser kicked to Kinnick who came back
through an open field dodging several men and going on when others
were blocked by his teammates. The 48 yard run resulted in another
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touchdown. The drop kick was blocked and the count was: Adel 16:
Stuart 0. And the game was hardly started.
Oaks’ kick was returned 20 yards. A lateral pass with Lowe
carrying the ball brought Stuart a yard. A forward pass was
incomplete and the punt which followed put the ball in Adel’s
possession on the visitors’ 32 yard line.
That distance seemed to make little difference to the locals.
Kinnick called for the ball, arranged himself behind perfect
interference and blocking and ran the 32 yards for the fourth
touchdown. He then tossed a forward pass to Wilson for the extra
point and the score sheet showed: Adel 25; Stuart 0.
Oaks kicked off and McDaniels nailed the receiver on the 35
yard line. Slauser gained a couple of yards through the middle but a
lateral pass went haywire when Oaks came through, and tacked the
ball carrier for a loss of 2 yards. Giles was sent in for Piper. The punt
was run back 10 yards by Kinnick to the half way mark.
Oaks staged one of his “Gulliver” line plunges and carried his
would be tacklers for a 15 yard gain. The quarter ended with the
score 25-0.
Lawyer was sent in for Gearhart at left tackle. Garoutte charged
through center for a gain of 18 yards and on the next play followed
through the same spot for a 12 yard advance and the fifth marker.
Again the drop kick was wide and the boys with pencils added up:
Adel 31; Stuart 0.
Monihan went in for Cooper. Oaks kicked off to Potter, who was
brought down by Murphy. Slausen failed to gain because of
McDaniels’ fine defensive playing. A forward pass was incomplete
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and a lateral lost a yard. Again it was McDaniels who broke up the
Play. The punt was downed on the 46 yard line.
Adel tried a forward pass which was juggled, but on the next
play Kinnick started through center. He plunged, dodged, ducked,
pivoted and kept on running all the time, finally ending the sprint of 54
yards under the goal posts. Oaks rammed thru for another point and
it was Adel 38; Stuart 0.
Oaks kicked short but the Stuart receiver was downed by Oaks
without any return. A forward pass was good – almost. The defensive
kick went out of bounds and it was Adel’s ball on the 30 yard line.
A forward pass was tried without result and Oaks charged
center for 9 yards, 2 feet and 1 inch. Garoutte added the other 11
inches plus 5 yards when he tore through center. Quinn was
substituted for Lawyer and Chapman for Mortimer. Oaks was called
upon and responded with the seventh touchdown of the contest.
Garoutte’s try for the extra point lacked a few inches of being over.
For a change Stuart was given the ball on the kickoff. Kinnick
broke away on a jaunt around left end and for a few seconds it looked
like another score but he was downed after running 25 yards. Oaks
plowed through center for 9 and Garoutte circled right end for 20,
putting the ball on Stuart’s fifty yard line. From that point Pig carried it
to the 3 yard line and Stacy, in two attempts, went over for a
touchdown that made the count an even half hundred. A pass from
Kinnick to Wilson was good and showed: Adel 51: Stuart 0
At this point Larry Hill, Bob Lawyer, Jesse Hague, Kermit
Spillers, Joe West, Walter Burkhead, Newell Bingman and three or
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four others who could not be extinguished in the hurry were sent in by
the Adel coach. And they played like veterans.
Adel kicked off and Bingman downed the receiver. Potter tried a
line smash and was stopped by Spillers. He tried again and met
Myers. A forward pass was knocked down by Myers and the punt
was returned by Burkhead 10 yards. Wright went in for somebody.
Macomber acting as field captain, gained 3 yards around right
end. He followed with 3 more through center. Burkhead was stopped
and Adel was penalized 15 yards for roughness. Macomber punted
and it was Stuart’s ball on the 48 yard line. A pass was incomplete
but on the second attempt 5 yards were gained. Macomber made the
tackle just as the half was over.
Adel’s first team went in again and the Stuart coach sent in
some little fellows. They were small in size buy heavy in enthusiasm.
Oaks kicked off and Mortimer prevented more than a short return.
Stuart attempted a forward pass, but Johnny Myers grabbed the ball
out of the air. With the aid of some fine support from the rest of the
team he cantered down the field for touchdown number nine bringing
the score: Adel 57: Stuart 0
Stuart kicked off and Garoutte came back 25 yards, battering
his way through the would be tacklers. At this point someone
objected to the fact that a few of the Adel linemen had on jerseys
different from the others and time was taken out while several subs
were undressed. A pass, Kinnick to Oaks, was good for 7 yards and
another, Kinnick to Wilson brought the score up to 63-0. Still another
added an extra point. Mortimer pulling the ball out of the air. Adel 64;
Stuart 0
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Kinnick ran the Stuart kick back to the 38 yard line. A pass was
incomplete and another was intercepted. Stuart also passed, and
completed the toss but without gain, Stacy and Garoutte doing a
brother act tackle. Another pass was incomplete and Stuart was
penalized 5 yards for having the backfield in motion. The fullback
punted.
Kinnick heaved a long pass to Mortimer and the latter, after a
beautiful catch ran about 60 yards for a touchdown which brought the
score up to: Adel 70; Stuart 0
Oaks booted a long kick and the ball was put in play at the
Stuart 18 yard line. A punt was blocked and Stuart recovered and
when the visiting team kicked again Kinnick came back with the ball
to the 30 yard line. From this point Garoutte went around left end to
the goal posts. Kinnick placed a dropkick over the bar and the score
grew to: Adel 77; Stuart 0
Stuart took the kickoff on the 35 yard line. The fullback lost 3
yards when Stacy and Wilson did another double tackle. Then he
punted.
On the first play Adel was penalized when Murphy was called
for roughness, but a little thing like 15 yards meant nothing and soon
afterward Oaks tore through the opposition and scored again. A pass,
Kinnick to Wilson, made the figures read: Adel 84; Stuart 0
All of the first team except Codlin was asked to stay and
chaperone the youngsters, were taken out.
Stuart kicked to Chapman, who brought the ball back to the 48
yard line. Macomber went through center for 13. The Stuart coach
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sent his regulars back into the game. Burkhead gained 5 yards
through center and Macomber added 15 as the quarter ended.
Davis again called upon the regulars at the start of the final
period, but after Garoutte had pulled down a pass and registered a
touchdown the whole first team was sent to the school house and the
game was finished by the subs. Adel 90; Stuart 0
Adel kicked short and Stuart’s forward pass was good for 8
yards. The fullback tried to gain through Quinn but there was nothing
doing. Stuart was penalized 5 yards for stalling. Two line plays
brought nothing except a hard tackle from West and it was Adel’s ball
when Stuart tried a pass instead of kicking.
Macomber gained 8 yards through left tackle and Burkhead
made six around right end. He would have made more but his
interference couldn’t get out of the way. Macomber gained 7 through
center and a pass was incomplete. Another touchdown was stopped
when Adel drew a 15 yard penalty. Burkhead gained 3 and
Macomber charged through for 15. Burkhead added 3 and Scott 1
and then Macomber put the ball on Stuart’s 9 yard line, from which
spot he tossed a pass to Chapman for a touchdown. Burkhead
bucked the line for an additional point and the total score was: Adel
97; Stuart 0
With only a few minutes to play, Adel tried hard for another
touchdown after Stuart had been held and the ball recovered after a
punt had been blocked. Macomber went around right end for 9 yards
but Adel drew a penalty of 15. A pass was incomplete but Burkhead
sprinted for 15 yards and then followed with 7 more. The ball was on
the 12 yard line and it was only a question of which player got the
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distinction of making the 16th touchdown when the time was called
and the footrace ended.
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Adel Team is Still Undefeated

--Won Hard Game from Earlham on Latter’s Field by
Score of 19 to 0

--Adel high school’s undefeated football team kept its record
clear in last week’s game by defeating the Earlham team 19 to 0. The
game was played on the grounds of the latter team Thursday
afternoon and was witnessed by a good sized crowd in which Adel
people figured largely.
It was a tough game throughout, Earlham proving one of the
strongest aggregations which Adel has met this year. Ten minute
quarters were played which may have kept the score down a little but
Davis’ men were forced to the limit from start to finish.
For Adel, Oaks played a strong defensive game, with Kinnick
and Garoutte doing most of the ball carrying. Wilson, as usual, was
outstanding in breaking up the plays of his opponents and in
receiving passes.
Moore and Holmes were the best ground gainers for Earlham,
but the strength of the team was in the defense put up by the line and
ends. The Adel backs encountered more trouble against them
especially in the end plays, than any team played this year.
Adel scored in the first, second and fourth quarters. The first
touchdown was made by Kinnick, the second by Garoutte and the
third by Oaks. The game in detail:
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Earlham kicked to Garoutte, who flipped the ball to Kinnick but
the play did not work very well. With the ball on their 30 yard line Adel
lost 2 yards when Garoutte was caught on an attempted end run and
Kinnick punted on the second play.
Chapman tried a smash at center without results, but Moore
went around right end for a 12 yard gain.
Holmes made an ineffectual try at center and Moore met with
the same opposition. A short pass was deceptive for the Adel players
and gave Earlham a 12 yard gain. Earlham’s punt was grabbed by
Garoutte who ran the ball back 15 yards to the Earlham 45 yard line.
Kinnick went through center for 4 yards and then around left
end for 5. Garoutte cut through left tackle for enough to make the first
down.
Kinnick rammed the line for 2 yards and followed with 10
around right end.
A dash through tackle netted Kinnick 5 yards and Garoutte
added 15 by a sprint around left end.
Oaks crashed center for 3 yards and Kinnick went around right
end for a touchdown. He tried to get an extra point by a line play but
was held. Score: 6-0.
Earlham kicked to Oaks, who ran the ball back 15 yards to the
40 yard line, just as the quarter ended. When play was resumed,
Kinnick started around left end but stumbled and gained only a few
feet. Garoutte, with the assistance of some nice blocking by Stacy,
gained 8 yards, and Kinnick added 18 when he got away behind
perfect interference around the right wing.
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Garoutte cut in through left tackle for a 7 yard advance and
Oaks made 1 when he hit center. Kinnick came through with 4 yards
for a first down.
Garoutte was sent through center. He found a hole big enough
to drive a school bus through and sprinted 22 yards to the goal line
for the second touchdown. Kinnick went around right end for the extra
point and the score was 13 to 0.
Earlham’s kick was run back by Oaks 10 yards. Kinnick started
around right end but was upset by Chapman for no gain. Garoutte
gained a yard through center and Adel was penalized 15. Kinnick
failed to gain around right end and after Garoutte had made a couple
of yards Adel punted. Wilson downed the receiver in his tracks.
A short pass over the line gained Earlham 6 yards. Moore tried
to get around left end but was stopped when Kinnick made a nice
tackle. Moore made 3 yards through center but when he tried it again
was brought down hard without gain and it was Adel’s ball on downs.
A forward pass was intercepted by Pryor. Earlham then tried a
pass which was incomplete, just as the half ended with the ball in the
center of the field.
Earlham kicked off and Kinnick returned the ball 16 yards. A
pass to Wilson was good for 20 and a lateral from Kinnick to Garoutte
added a yard. A forward pass was incomplete and after gaining 3
yards around right end, Kinnick punted. An Earlham man ran the ball
back 5 yards before downed.
Moore lost a yard when Oaks crashed through and upset him.
A forward pass was knocked down. Macomber was sent in for Stacy.
Earlham’s punt was returned 15 yards by Kinnick, to the 33 yard line.
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Kinnick tried to slip through the left side of the line but was
stopped by Thompson. Garoutte gained 4 through center and Kinnick
added 6 for distance.
Kinnick gained a yard through center. A forward pass was
incomplete. Garoutte made 8 yards around right end. Kinnick tried the
other wing and lacked 2 feet of making the necessary distance.
Earlham’s pass was knocked down by Garoutte and Chapman
was halted when he tried to gain thru the line. Earlham punted.
Garoutte skirted right end and a gain of 11 yards and Earlham
was penalized an additional 15. Kinnick failed to gain and the third
quarter ended with neither side scoring.
With the ball in the center of the field, Kinnick heaved a pass to
Oaks which was good for 12 yards. Stacy resumed his place in the
backfield, Garoutte was caught trying to slip around right end and lost
4 yards. A long forward pass was caught by Cook on his own 10 yard
line.
Chapman gained 4 yards. A pass was incomplete but Adel was
penalized for interference and Earlham gained 10 yards on the play.
Moore gained 6 around left end. Oaks was hurt when someone
knocked the wind out of him, but recovered when a dash of water
was thrown in his face. Holmes gained 4 through center but was
stopped by Oaks when he tried it again. A poor punt gave Adel the
ball in the center of the field.
A forward pass was incomplete, but another, Kinnick to Wilson,
registered a 22 yard gain. Kinnick then went around right end for 10
and put the ball on the 15 yard line. He was stopped when he tried
the same play again, and a pass was incomplete. Dropping back for
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another pass, Kinnick could locate no receiver and started a run.
After dodging a tackler, he heaved the ball to Wilson who was
downed on the 3 yard line. In two attempts Oaks went over for the
third touchdown. An attempted pass for the extra point was no good
and the score was 19-0.
After the score a half dozen Adel subs were sent in and
Earlham came near scoring when Moore picked a forward pass out of
the air and ran 45 yards before being downed. Moore gained a
couple of yards around left end and after a forward pass brought
nothing, the whistle sounded ending the game.
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Tie for Honors in Segrad Six

--Conference Championship will be
Decided on Thanksgiving Day at the
Redfield Field
--Earlham failed to provide the upset which many gridiron fans
expected, and Adel turned in a 19 to 0 victory over them to retain a
share in the Segrad Six conference lead. Redfield is the only other
undefeated team in the loop. The game in which Adel defeated
Redfield early in the season was an extra contest and does not count
in the conference standing. The championship will be decided on
Thanksgiving Day when Adel meets Redfield at the latter place.
Games this week in conference circles will see Stuart and
Dexter battling it out on Armistice night for cellar honors. Both teams
are as yet without a victory in league games.
Redfield plays at Earlham on Armistice afternoon with their
opponents strong favorites.
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The Segrad Six standings follow:

W.

L.

Pct.

Adel

3

0

1.000

Redfield

2

0

1.000

Greenfield

3

1

.750

Earlham

1

2

.333

Dexter

0

2

.000

Stuart

0

4

.000
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Armistice Day Game Saturday
--Hard Battle Expected When Adel and Dallas
Center High Schools Teams Meet in Annual Game

--One of the games which the local high school players consider
as hard as any one of the 1933 schedule will be played Saturday
afternoon November 11th, with Dallas Center High on the latter’s
grounds.
The Adel players and fans fear it not only because Dallas
Center plays just a little bit harder against Adel than any other team,
but because the boys in the neighboring school have been going
ahead rapidly in the past few weeks. Last week they beat Johnston
Station High school 55 to 0 and the week before took Dexter into
camp 39 to 0. Coach Davis does not underestimate the strength of
Dallas Center in the least and his strongest line-up will be in there
from the start.
Saturday will be a legal holiday and it is expected that nearly
everyone from Adel will attend the game, which starts at 2:30.
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Armistice Day Game Won
By Adel 20-0

--Davis’ Hard working Aggregation Beats Dallas
Center in Game at That Place Saturday
--OPPONENTS PUT UP A STRONG DEFENSE
--Annual Gridiron Battle Was Featured by hard
Playing Thruout – Adel Team Outplayed Dallas

--Before a large crowd at the Dallas Center field, the Adel high
school team outclassed their opponents on Saturday and added
another victory to their clean record for the season. The final score
was 20 to 0.
While Adel presented the better team, the rivalry which has
existed for years was in evidence from start to finish and the Dallas
Center team put up a wonderful fight. With Fox and McCallum leading
the offensive the rest of the team played hard every minute and had it
not been for a couple of poor passes from center, breaks which might
occur in any game, the score would have been different.
For Adel, Kinnick as usual stood out as a ground gainer,
passer, and punter. He was given real support by the lineman and
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other backfield players. Garoutte played a hard, flashy game as long
as he was in the line-up but an injury put him on the sideline for about
half the contest. Stacy staged several thrilling plays by grabbing
passes aimed for others and did a good job of blocking. Oaks showed
improvement in carrying the ball and was in there all the time.
Mortimer and Wilson lived up to their reputation of being two of the
best high school ends in the community and the regular linemen were
fighting every minute. The center trio, composed of Codlin, McDaniels
and Myers stopped Dallas Center’s line plays nearly every time and
Gearhart and Murphy gave a good account of themselves at the
tackle positions.
The game at times was rough and substitutions were numerous
because of injuries.
Here are the details:
Adel won the toss and chose to defend the east goal. Wilson
gathered in Dallas Center’s kick off and ran the ball back to the Adel
45 yard line before being tackled. Kinnick went through the right side
of the line for 5 yards and Garoutte gained 4 off left tackle. Kinnick
rammed center for 3 and a first down.
Kinnick got away for a 6 yard gain around right end but dropped
the ball when tackled and it was recovered by a Dallas Center man.
Fox hit the right side of the line hard for a 4 yard advance.
McCallum sought to advance on a line play but was stopped without
gain and on the next play lost 3 yards when Kinnick broke through
and upset him. The punt gave Adel the ball on the 35 yard line.
Kinnick immediately kicked back to McCallum and on the first
play Fox showed the Adel fans that he was dangerous by skirting
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right end for 12 yards and a first down. On the next play, aimed at
center, he was stopped for no gain and McCallum likewise found the
going tough when he tried to get through the center trio. An attempted
forward pass failed to click and on the next pass from center the ball
went over the receiver’s head and Mortimer pounced upon it.
Kinnick tried a run around right end but failed to gain. On the
next play, however, he heaved a pass 35 yards and Mortimer did
some more ball hawking by pulling it out of the air and sprinting over
the goal line for the first touchdown. Garoutte lacked about a foot of
making the extra point. Score Adel, 6; Dallas 0.
Oaks kicked off to DeAtley and Mortimer stopped him after a
short return. Fox made a yard through the line and Williams charged
thru for 6. Fox added 3 more and distance.
Two line plays by Dallas failed to gain much and Stacy ran the
punt back 10 yards, just as the quarter ended. It was Adel’s ball on
their own 32 yard line.
Kinnick registered a 5 yard gain before he was pushed out of
bounds following a right end run. Garoutte started the other way, cut
in through tackle and gained 4. Kinnick hit the middle of the line for 5.
Kinnick started a straight buck and ran into some tough
opposition but gained 2 yards. Garoutte made 7 off left tackle and
Kinnick followed with 7 on the other side of the line.
A lateral pass, Kinnick to Garoutte, was good for 4 and Kinnick
added 9 more on two plays through the middle.
After line plays by Garoutte and Kinnick had brought only a
yard each, a pass, Kinnick to Oaks, in which the latter made a nice
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catch off balance, put the ball on Dallas Center’s 16 yard line for a
first down.
A short pass was incomplete and Kinnick’s try around right end
gained nothing. A pass was incomplete, Adel drew a 5 yard penalty
and another pass fell short, giving Dallas the ball on downs.
Dallas tried two forward passes, both long ones but not
completed and Kuehl punted out of bounds. Referee Weirs penalized
Adel 15 yards when an Adel man ran into the kicker and it was
Dallas’ ball, first down.
Macomber was sent in for Stacy. Oaks stopped Williams when
the latter tried to smash through the line, but Fox got through for 7
and then again for 4. A forward pass was good for 8 and Williams
gained 3.
McCallum made a couple yards around right end and Fox
smashed center for 4. McCallum fumbled and lost 10. The punt went
out of bounds on Adel’s 10 yard line but Adel was again penalized for
charging the kicker and Dallas retained the ball.
McCallum tried left end and lost 1 yard. A forward pass was
almost plucked by Myers and Kinnick ran Dallas Center’s punt back
almost to the line of scrimmage.
A pass was caught by Garoutte for a short gain just as the half
ended.
Oaks kicked to Williams and he ran the ball back 20 yards
before being downed, putting the ball in the center of the field. Fox
gained 3 yards and a pass, designated for a Dallas player, was
picked out of being wherever needed.
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Kinnick went through center for 5 and Oaks followed with a 2
yard gain in the same spot. Kinnick added 3 on a fake and his pass to
Wilson was good for 30 yards. Adel was penalized 15 for roughness.
Kinnick hit center for 3 yards and on a lateral to Oaks 3 more
were chalked up. An attempted forward pass was caught by Fox on
the 25 yard line.
McCallum cut in through a hole in the line for 8 yards and Fox
added 1 on a plunge. He tried it again and did no better making it
fourth down and still a yard to go. Kuehl dropped back for a punt but
the pass went over his head and it was Adel’s ball on the 7 yard line.
A lateral pass was tossed by Kinnick to Garoutte and the latter
slid over the goal line on his stomach, but the referee said “nothing
doing” and placed it on the one yard line. Kinnick tore into the
opposition and Adel fans were convinced the ball was over but it was
again brought back and grounded 6 inches from goal. Kinnick finally
got it over and satisfied the referee. He sent a true drop kick over the
bar and the score was 13 to 0.
Fox ran the Adel kick back 15 yards. McCallum gained 2
through the line and on the next play, a forward pass, the ball was
grabbed by Garoutte who legged it a considerable distance before
halted. Some Adel player did something which called for a 15 yard
penalty and Dallas still had the ball. Garoutte suffered an injury to an
arm and Macomber was sent in. Dallas tried another pass, and after
two or three men had juggled it, Stacy put his fingernail into it and
held on. He took a bust in the mouth while doing it, but came up
grinning.
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Adel tried two passes and five or six substitutes were sent in to
finish the quarter. Kinnick gained 5 yards around left end but another
incomplete pass gave Dallas the ball on downs.
Fox hit the line for 2 and Adel was penalized 5. Fox tried again
but lost a yard when Oaks upset him. McCallum gained 2 on an end
around play and Dallas drew a 5 yard penalty. Kinnick knocked down
a pass and the quarter ended with the ball in the center of the field
after Dallas had punted.
Adel’s first string men were sent back into the fray. Fox was laid
up temporarily from a crack in the nose, but stayed in the lineup.
Kinnick plunged through for 5 and Oaks ran right end for 8.
Oaks crashed center for 5 and Kinnick followed with 6 around
left end. On the next play the Adel players lined up fast and a forward
pass was heaved before the opposition had lined up or knew what
was going on. Wilson grabbed the oval and took it over for the third
touchdown. Kinnick added another perfect drop kick and the score
was 20 to 0.
Oaks kicked off and Williams came back 5 yards until he met
up with Murphy. McCallum was stopped by Wilson and a pass was
incomplete. Greenwood went into the line for Gearhart. Dallas
Center’s punt was downed on the Adel 12 yard line.
Kinnick, behind some fine interference, got away for 20 yards
around right end. He hit the line for a total of 6 on the next two plays
and Oaks added enough for another first down.
Kinnick rammed center for 3, but Oaks could not gain around
left end. He tried it again and made distance. On three more plays
they made another first down and Adel fans had visions of another
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touchdown, but Adel drew a 15 yard penalty and a pass was
incomplete, although Mortimer made a game attempt to get it. Kinnick
faked a pass and then ran right end for 10, and a pass which worked,
Kinnick to Oaks, brought a first down.
A pass was incomplete. Burkhead went in for Stacy and
Garoutte went back in the game when Murphy came out limping.
Dallas Center intercepted a pass and tried hard to score via the air
route. The first attempt was a flop when Macomber knocked the ball
down, but Ward grabbed the next, which brought a 9 yard gain.
Williams went through on a quarter back sneak for distance. Ward
was set for another pass when Macomber tipped the ball and the
game ended.
The lineup:
ADEL

DALLAS CENTER

Mortimer, le

Ward, le

Gearhart, lt

Kuehl, lt

Myers, lg

Hawbaker, lg

Codlin, c

Herr, c

McDaniels, rg

Shelly, rg

Murphy, rt

Brewer, rt

Wilson, re

DeAtley, re

Kinnick, qb

Williams, qb

Oaks, fb

Fox, fb

Stacy, lh

Orton, lh

Garoutte, rh

McCallum, rh

Referee, Weirs; Umpire, Henderson
Dallas County News, November 15, 1933
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ADEL HIGH SCHOOL PLAYS
DEXTER FRIDAY

--The Adel high school football team will go to Dexter Friday
afternoon for a daylight game with the eleven representing that
school. The game is scheduled to start at three o’clock. Dexter’s team
this year is hardly as strong as has been offered in other years, but
the players are keyed up to give Adel a hard battle. The following
week Adel plays Perry at that place in a night game and the season
will close with the annual Thanksgiving struggle at Redfield on Turkey
Day.

Dallas County News, November 15, 1933
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High School Piles up Score of 68-0 Against
the Dexter Football Team
--Davis Men Score at Will and Second Team Gets
Chance in Much of the Game

--Ten touchdowns and seven additional points from drop kicks or
line plays. That’s what Coach Davis’ high school footballers put over
on the Dexter school team in their annual contest, played Friday
afternoon at the Dexter field.
Had the coach permitted the first team to go the entire route,
there is little doubt but that the hundred score mark would have been
reached, because the plays were certainly clicking and the boys
seemed to be in a mood to go places whenever called upon. It was a
day of experiments for the Adel team, for the trying out of some new
plays and the shifting of players to their positions.
All of the touchdowns were made from end runs or line plays,
and not a single forward pass was tried during the four periods by the
Adel men.
Adel started scoring early. Something of a record was made
when two touchdowns were chalked up after only three plays were
made. Garoutte tore around on an end play and put the ball within a
few feet of the goal and on the next attempt carried it over. Then after
Dexter had kicked off the speedy Garoutte staged another long run
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for a second marker. Both of these plays were made before the
spectators had settled in their places and the entire second team was
sent in for the remainder of the quarter. The extra points were made
on line plays by Oaks and Garoutte.
After that it was an even battle when the second string men
were in action and a walkaway for Adel when the regulars performed.
Kinnick, Garoutte and Oaks registered three touchdowns each
and Wilson added another, all on straight football. Wilson and
Mortimer both displayed a lot of ability as ball carriers on plays used
for the first time, carrying the ball from the end positions after it had
been passed to the quarterback – the same kind that was used in the
old days when the rules made it necessary for three men to touch the
ball before it could be advanced. Both are fast, hard to tackle and
know how to keep going after meeting opposition.
Other changes from the usual lineup were in evidence
throughout the battle. Codlin playing a whale of a game at end on
defense, with Oaks going into the line. McDaniels broke through
repeatedly and stopped the Dexter backs before they were started
and Murphy had little trouble getting his man at any time. Stacy pulled
several thrillers by running back punts. Oaks showed a big
improvement in carrying the ball and Garoutte absolutely refused to
be stopped. He not only ran with the ball but staged a blocking game
that was outstanding. Once when there was no one else to upset he
butted a reporter almost out of the park, bringing squeals of joy from
his big brother and other spectators who managed to get out of the
way.
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The scoring in the game places three Adel men at the top of the
list in the Segrad Six conference. Until this game, Porterfield of
Greenfield was leading with 45 points but Kinnick now has 58,
Garoutte 56 and Oaks 46. In the ball carrying, Garoutte registered a
total of 240 yards, Kinnick 114, Oaks 58, Wilson 49 and Mortimer 19.
When the second team was in action, Ben Kinnick directed the
team and Macomber did most of the ball carrying. The youngsters
showed a lot of snap and fight, with the linemen all playing hard and
aggressively.
This week’s practice has been in preparation for the Perry
game, which will be played at that place Friday night. It will be the big
contest of the season for the locals and while they hope to win, and,
will fight hard for a victory, they realize they are up against a strong
aggregation.

Dallas County News, November 23, 1933
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Adel Meets the Perry Team Next
Toughest Fight of the Season Expected by Coach
and Players Friday Night
--The football game which the Adel fans have been looking for all
season, and incidentally the one they most want to see the local team
with occurs Friday night under the lights at the Perry field.
Two old rival aggregations will meet and there’ll be plenty doing
from whistle to whistle.
Adel is represented this year by one of the very best teams in
the history of the school. Not a game has been lost in the schedule
and most of the victories have been by decisive scores. Perry’s
record is not so good, but it is because the players have been against
much stronger teams than Adel has met. They have played Boone,
Ames, Ft. Dodge, Roosevelt High and Jefferson and their losing
games have been for the most part by narrow margins. Just now they
are concentrating on plays which they hope will win from Adel.
Indications are that the only people left in Adel Friday night will
be those who are sick, who have business which will keep them away
from the game or who have no means of transportation.
The Adel team came through the Dexter game without injury
and so far as can be learned the entire first string squad is on edge
for the battle. The second team men likewise are praying for a
chance to get into the fray.
Dallas County News, November 23, 1933
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Perry Scalp Added to Adel’s String

---Hard Fought Game Goes to Coach Davis’ Men by
Score of Twelve to Nothing
---BITTER RIVALRY MAKES PLAYERS
FIGHT HARD
---Whole Town Accompanies Players and Wears
Itself Out Lending Sideline Support
---In a game abounding with thrills, intense rivalry and some high
class football, the Adel high school team added another victory to the
sea-ing (sic) the Perry eleven by a score of 12 to 0.
The contest was witnessed by a big crowd, with the Adel
supporters almost equal to those of the home team. Every fan in the
county seat who could possibly get away was on the sidelines doing
his vocal best to lend encouragement to his favorites and there were
delegations from many other places, attracted by the prospects of a
scrappy game. They were not disappointed.
The Perry team has been through an exceptionally hard season
and the record of wins has not been of the best, but Coach
Henderson offered a tough aggregation and for a time Adel’s clean
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record was threatened. But Perry was outplayed throughout, and only
some lucky breaks which occur in any football game kept the score
down to two touchdowns.
For Adel Kinnick, Garoutte, Wilson and McDaniels were
outstanding. Kinnick’s ball carrying, passing and punting was away
above high school caliber and Garoutte’s line plunging and tackling
was a treat to local fans. Wilson’s uncanny following of passes and
his quick thinking when he kicked an Adel punt out of bounds on
Perry’s three yard line showed why he is of all-state class as an end.
McDaniels was plenty active in the line, as he usually is, and his
associates, Codlin, Myers, Gearhart and Murphy, were fighting every
minute. They are the fellows who do the heavy work without getting
the credit from the spectators which is due them. Mortimer played a
snappy game at the other wing position and grabbed off a couple of
short passes when the yardage gained meant much. Stacy did some
nice blocking and Oaks’ defensive play was good. The team went
through until the last few minutes without a substitution.
For Perry, Wagner and Wasson looked the best, although there
were a couple of men in the line who mussed up a half dozen or more
end runs for the Adel backs. They are the only men met this season
who have been able to stop Garoutte and Kinnick on the wide end
runs, and, they did it effectively.
Because of the bitter rivalry and the intense desire to win,
penalties were numerous and in these Adel suffered most. One of
them took a touchdown away from the Davis team early in the contest
after it had been made and a couple of others stopped what looked
like sure scoring chances.
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Here’s the play in detail:
Oaks kicked off to Fuller and the latter came back fast for 30
yards. With the ball on their 42 yard line the Perry team started an
offensive by sending McKinnon around left end for 3 yards. A pass,
which Myers narrowly missed grabbing, was incomplete. Fuller tried
the line but was stopped without gain and the Perry punt was run
back by Kinnick 20 yards to the Adel 33 yard line.
Garoutte tore around left end for a 9 yard gain and Kinnick
made an equal distance through center for a first down.
Garoutte gained a yard at left end. Kinnick made 4 through
center. A pass was incomplete but Perry drew a penalty for
interference on the pass and another first down resulted.
Garoutte started an end run but cut in and was halted after a
slight gain. Kinnick made 8 yards on a quarterback sneak through
center and then plunged for 4 yards and distance.
It was Adel’s ball on Perry’s 19 yard line and it looked like a
score but a lateral pass was balled up and 2 yards were lost on the
first play. Kinnick gained the distance back on the next attempt but an
Adel player used his hands, according to the referee’s verdict, and,
the team was penalized 15 yards. Two passes were incomplete and a
well directed kick by Kinnick put the ball out of bounds in the corner of
the field.
Perry immediately punted and Stacy was downed without gain.
The Adel team started another advance with Kinnick making 6
yards around right end. Oaks came thru with 2 on a line plunge
through center, but a double pass was broken up and lost a yard.
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Perry was penalized 5 yards for offside play and it was first and ten
for Adel.
Garoutte gained 5 by some nifty dodging around left end
followed with another for 20 yards around right end, putting the ball
within scoring distance again on the 11 yard line.
From this point Kinnick cut in through left tackle and crossed
the goal line easily, but the cheers of the Adel fans were turned to
groans when the referee called the ball back and penalized Adel 15
yards because some player was guilty of using his hands too freely.
Starting again, Garoutte gained 5 yards thru center just as the quarter
ended.
Kinnick gained 3 on a line buck and a pass. Kinnick to Mortimer
was good for 11 yards. Another pass was tried but McKinnon
intercepted it, and it was Perry’s ball on their own 6 yard line.
McKinnon was called for a dash around right end, and he made
it. For a few seconds it looked like he was away but was downed by
Garoutte after gaining 22 yards. Wasson hit center for 4 and he, too,
was stopped by Garoutte’s tackle. McKinnon tried a plunge and was
halted for no gain by Myers. Perry punted and Kinnick returned the
kick to the 30 yard line.
Kinnick tried a right end run and was thrown for a 2 yard loss by
Wagner. Garoutte attempted to go the other way and was upset by
Burke for an 8 yard loss. A pass was incomplete and Adel punted.
The receiver ran the ball back to the Perry 42 yard line.
McKinnon gained 3 through center and another backfield man
gained a couple of yards but Perry drew a 15 yard penalty and after
two more unsuccessful plays, it was Adel’s ball on downs.
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Garoutte made one of the few fumbles credited to him this
season and lost 6 yards. Kinnick gained 5 through center and then hit
the same spot for 8 and a first down.
With the ball on the 22 yard line, Garoutte charged through the
middle for a 5 yard gain and Kinnick gained a yard on a plunge. He
was stopped when (sic) no gain when he tried to skirt left but made
the first down when he went the other way.
With 14 yards between them and the goal the Adel team was
halted by a stubborn defense. Perry tackles broke through and held
both Garoutte and Kinnick on attempted end runs and the ball was on
Perry’s 14 yard line when the half ended.
At the beginning of the third quarter Oaks ran the Perry kick
back 10 yards to his own 20 yard line.
Garoutte tried left end but was again halted for a yard loss.
Kinnick tore through center for 12 yards and a first and ten.
Kinnick gained 7 around left end and Garoutte cut in for 2. Oaks
ran up against a stone wall and was stopped. Adel punted and the
receiver was dropped in his tracks when Wilson and Mortimer both
met him.
Fuller and Wasson gained 5 yards on two plays and Adel was
penalized 5 for offside play. Fuller lost 5 when Wilson broke through
and downed him with a hard tackle. Wasson gained 10 through
center and again made 15 when he reversed and tore through a hole
in the Adel line.
A Perry back gained a short distance through the line and a
pass, with Fuller on the receiving end, threw a big scare into the Adel
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fans. Garoutte upset the hopes for a touchdown when he dropped the
runner with a beautiful tackle, and the ball was on the 25 yard line.
Fuller tried center for no gain. He gained only a yard on the
next attempt around Wilson’s end. Davis attempted to get past
Mortimer but nothing doing and an attempted forward pass was
grabbed by Oaks and the danger was over for the Adel fans.
Kinnick hit center for a yard and Garoutte got through for 10,
but the ball was knocked from his hands when he was tackled.
It was Perry’s ball on their own 39 yard line when the quarter
ended, with the score standing nothing all.
A bad pass from center went over Davis’ head and Perry lost
about 30 yards. Fuller gained 3 through center and the Perry punt
was downed on the Adel 35 yard line.
Kinnick flipped a short pass to Mortimer which was good for 15
yards. He then passed to Wilson and Adel gained 20 yards more, but
the ball was called back and Adel penalized 5 yards. Another pass
was incomplete and Kinnick booted a long punt to the Perry one yard
line.
Perry immediately kicked back and Kinnick ran the ball down to
the Perry 19 yard line.
Garoutte charged and twisted through center for 9 and then
followed with another 5 yard advance in the same place, putting the
oval on the 5 yard line, first down.
Garoutte picked up 2 and on the next play another yard. Kinnick
hit center but was stopped about 2 feet from the goal. On the fourth
play, however, he found a hole and set the Adel fans wild when he
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went through for a touchdown. The drop kick for the extra point was
wide.
Oaks kicked off to a Perry end and the receiver was downed. It
was Perry’s ball on their own 24 yard line. Fuller gained 2 through
center and Stacy sneaked in to grab a pass on the next play.
Starting from the 38 yard line, Adel started another offensive
that brought a second touchdown.
Kinnick tried left end and was stopped after a 2 yard gain. Adel
was penalized 15. Garoutte went around right end for 12 and on the
next play Kinnick threw a long pass, which was pulled down by
Wilson who sprinted over the line for a marker. Kinnick’s drop kick hit
the cross bar and bounced back.
The game ended a minute or so later, with Perry in possession
of the ball on their own 12 yard line.

THE LINEUP

ADEL

PERRY

Mortimer, le

Seis, le

Gearhart, lt

Morfoot, lt

Myers, lg

West, lg

Codlin, c

Marquis, c

McDaniels, rg

Herrick, rg

Murphy, rt

Wagner, rt

Wilson, re

Burk, re

Kinnick, q

Fuller, q

Oaks, rb

Wassin, fb
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Garoutte, rh

McKinnon, lh

Stack, lh

Davis, rh

Referee, North: umpire, Rump; head linesman, Wires
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Legion Members Back of Memorial
Adel Closes Season with 19-3 Victory

---Redfield Team Defeated in Annual Thanksgiving
Game Before a Big Crowd
---HARD GAME GIVES SPECTATORS THRILLS
---Kinnick, Garoutte, Oaks and Murphy Stand Out
but Entire Team Plays Fine Football

---With only one tie game to mar the season’s record, the Adel
high school football team closed the 1933 schedule Thursday at
Redfield, defeating the team which always furnishes plenty of
opposition by a score of 19 to 3.
The game was witnessed by a big crowd, perfect weather
conditions and the intense rivalry between the schools providing a
reason why everyone in the two towns should attend. And every
football fan of Adel and Redfield was there.
Getting away to a fast start, with plenty of drive and
determination the Redfield team scored first with a place kick, after
Adel had been outplayed the greater part of the first quarter. Coach
Davis’ men started a passing game in the second quarter which
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brought numerous first downs, but were unable to score and the half
ended 3-0 for Redfield.
The second half was different, Kinnick put the Adel contingent
in the lead when he broke through the line and chalked up a 32 yard
gain which placed the ball on the 1 yard line from which he scored.
Soon afterward he heaved a pass to Garoutte and the latter went
over for another marker. A few minutes later Oaks intercepted a pass
and with a sensational run of 75 yards scored a third touchdown. It
was a thrilling piece of work in which he was aided by some
wonderful interference by Murphy.
The Redfield team showed a big improvement over the early
season performance here. They fought hard for every inch of ground
and many Adel plays were broken up by fine defensive work. Cook
and Peddicord were outstanding in that department, with Schroeder
coming in for most of the gains offensively.
For Adel, Kinnick Garoutte and Murphy were the stars, with
Oak’s long run standing out as the thriller. But every other member of
the team was in there every minute. Wilson and Mortimer both stood
out in the wing play. Gearhart, Lawyer and Murphy filled the tackle
positions like veterans and McDaniels and Myers, as usual, were
breaking up Redfield plans with regularity. Stacy won a lot of
applause by his blocking and by his reception of forward passes.
Codlin played a remarkable game and all of the subs who saw
service gave good accounts of themselves.
The victory closes the season for Adel with an “almost clean”
slate. The only thing marring the record was the 20-20 tie with
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Guthrie Center, in which the latter team was clearly outplayed. The
record shows the following results:
Adel 27

Winterset

0

Adel 34

Colfax

6

Adel 27

Redfield

0

Adel 12

Greenfield

0

Adel 20

Guthrie Center

20

Adel 33

Panora

0

Adel 102

Stuart

0

Adel 19

Earlham

0

Adel 20

Dallas Center

0

Adel 68

Dexter

0

Adel 12

Perry

0

Adel 19

Redfield

3

Total Scores: Adel 374, Opponents 29.

The detailed account of the Redfield game follows:
Schroeder kicked off for Redfield, Oaks receiving the ball and
returning it 15 yards to Adel’s 27 yard line. Garoutte attempted an
end sweep but was thrown for a five yard loss on the opening play.
The “shoestring” play, in which the Adel captain sought to cross up
the opposition, resulted otherwise when Schroeder intercepted a
forward pass, and gave his team the ball.
Schroeder gained 3 yards through center and followed with 2
more on the next play. Baker failed to gain and Schroeder punted, the
ball going out of bounds on Adel’s 26 yard line.
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Garoutte rammed through left tackle for 3 and Kinnick gained 2
through center but punted on the third play. Schroeder received the
kick and was brought down on his 40 yard line.
Schroeder gained 3 through the line but Ford was halted when
Oaks dumped him. Baker tried the line again but was held and
Kinnick ran the punt back 15 before downed. The ball was on Adel’s
33 yard line.
Garoutte gained 2 yards through center and Kinnick followed
with 7. He went through for distance on the next play, and it looked
like the “clicking” had started. But the Redfield line strengthened, and
after two attempts by the bucking Adel pair, resulting in only 2 yards
gain, Kinnick kicked to Schroeder who was flopped on the Redfield
22 yard line.
Schroder tried a fake punt, but two or three Adel men
smothered him for an 8 yard loss. He punted to Kinnick on the
second play and it was again Adel’s ball in the center of the field.
Kinnick tried center and made a slight gain. He punted on the
next play and the kick was blocked, a Redfield man recovering on the
Adel 20 yard line.
Baker gained 2 yards through center and Ford, on a reverse
thru tackle, added 9 yards for Redfield’s first down.
Hadley hit the line for 3 and again for 2 and Baker made 1. The
quarter ended with the ball on the Adel 4 yard line. After shifting to
the other end of the field, Schroeder dropped back and with a perfect
place kick put his team in the lead 3 to 0.
The score sent the Redfield rooters in to hysterics and spread
gloom all over the Adel side of the field. More joy came to Redfield
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when a short onside kick was recovered by a boy from that town,
putting the ball on Adel’s 30 yard line again.
After an unsuccessful attempt to gain through the Adel line
Schroeder got away a long punt which was put into play on the Adel 3
yard line.
Kinnick immediately put it out of the extremely dangerous zone
with two plays. In the first he rammed and dodged through center for
9 yards and on the second cut in through tackle for 5. He then skirted
right end for 7 but players on each team were offside and the gain did
not count.
Garoutte gained half the needed distance on a plunge through
center and then Kinnick punted about 75 yards to the Redfield goal
line. The receiver was downed on his 3 yard line.
A quarterback sneak brought a fumble and Adel recovered, but
an Adel player was declared offside and Redfield took advantage of
the 5 yard penalty. Hadley gained 3 thru center and Schroeder’s punt
was out of bounds on the Redfield 32 yard line. Lawyer was
substituted for Gearhart.
Kinnick tried right end but gained nothing. He then whipped
around left end for 3 yards and a pass, Kinnick to Garoutte, was good
for 2. ‘Pig’ was sent thru the line for a slight gain, but fumbled and
although Kinnick recovered, it was Redfield’s ball on downs.
Baker gained 2 yards through center. Schroder’s punt was high
and Adel got the oval on the 33 yard line.
After making a slight gain thru center Kinnick opened up a
passing attack which demoralized the Redfield team but which did not
bring a score. The first heave through the air was pulled down nicely
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by Stacy for a 12 yard gain. Following this came one to Wilson good
for 11 yards. Kinnick sandwiched a right end run in for a 7 yard
advance, a pass was missed by Wilson and another caught by Stacy
for 15 yards. Trying desperately to score before the half closed, two
passes were incomplete, the second one going over the goal line and
it was Redfield’s ball on their own 20 yard line.
Baker tried to get thru the line but was pulled down by a hard
tackle from Wilson. Hadley hit the center for 3 and Schroeder punted
to the Adel 40 yard stripe.
Kinnick gained a couple around right end and a short pass,
pulled out of the air by Mortimer was good for 15. This was followed
by another flip and Mortimer again was on the receiving end for an 8
yard gain. Still another pass was caught by Garoutte and the Adel
team was 20 yards nearer goal – 7 yards from a score. The field
captain elected to try the same route again, but the pass was
incomplete and Redfield was given possession of the ball.
A Redfield back fumbled and Oaks was on the pigskin just as
the gun sounded for the close of the second period.
During the intermission Coach Davis seemed to straighten out
his players and when they came back there was little doubt about
who would win the game. They were full of fight and determination to
go places.
Mortimer received the Redfield kick and returned about 5 yards.
Kinnick started an end run, changed his course and cut in for a 9 yard
gain. A criss cross play lost 1 but Kinnick came back with 7 through
center and a first down.
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Kinnick hit right tackle for 3. Garoutte went through the same
hole for a little more than 3. Kinnick again hammered it for 3 and on
the fourth down made distance in the same spot.
Kinnick gained 4 around right end and Garoutte added 6 yards
in the opposition but the jinx was on him and he dropped the ball
when tackled. A Redfield man recovered.
Schroeder tried to get through the line but was dumped by
Garoutte after he had gained only a yard. Hadley was called upon but
met up with both Garoutte and Wilson for no gain and Schroeder
punted. An Adel man drew a penalty and Redfield was given the ball
for a first down.
Baker tried to crash the Adel wall but did not reckon with
Murphy, who threw him at the line of scrimmage. Schroeder punted
and Kinnick after losing 5 when a lateral pass brought a 5 yard loss
booted a long kick which was grounded about a foot from the
Redfield goal line.
Schroeder immediately returned the punt and it was Adel’s ball
on the 33 yard line. Playing with a dash that would not be denied the
Adel team started goal ward. Kinnick found a hole in the line and
went to the secondary defense. He shook off three or four tacklers
and kept on, dodging and squirming until downed just a foot from his
objective. From that point he went over for a touchdown but it took
two attempts because the Redfield line refused to budge, and he got
over only by diving over the wall. A short pass, Kinnick to Mortimer,
brought an extra point and the score was: Adel 7, Redfield 3.
With the strain off them, the Adel team started doing things with
their usual ability. Oaks kicked off and the Redfield receiver was
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downed by Stacy on the 9 yard line. Baker couldn’t gain and
Schroeder punted to the center of the field.
Garoutte tore around left end for 4 yards and Kinnick added 3
on a sprint in the other direction. A pass, aimed by Kinnick at Wilson,
was too high but Stacy came in from nowhere and grabbed it for a 20
yard gain.
Kinnick rammed center for five yards. Oaks was started through
the line but fumbled and there was no gain. He recovered the ball,
however and Kinnick made distance through right tackle, putting the
ball within 15 yards of home.
Kinnick tried the line but was smeared for no gain. He tried
again in a different spot and was stopped with only 2 yards. Oaks
was called upon again but could not get thru and the quarter ended
with the ball on the 7 yard line, in Redfield’s possession on downs.
Schroeder punted when the switch of ends was made and
Kinnick ran the ball back to the 25 yard mark. It was a nice run
through a broken field.
Garoutte speeded around right end and for a moment, it looked
as though he was free, but Baker finally grabbed a handful of his
jersey and halted him after he had gained 8 yards. At this point time
was taken out for Kinnick – the first he had asked for in the entire
season. Someone hit him in the tummy but he was back again after a
short rest, working harder than ever. A long pass across the field was
caught by Stacy for a gain of 10 yards and the ball was again within
striking distance.
Another forward pass, Kinnick to Garoutte, put it on the 4 yard
line and after Kinnick had gained a yard though center, he flipped the
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ball to Garoutte again. Pig made a sweet running catch and was over
the line in a flash for the second touchdown. Kinnick’s drop kick was
wide and the score was: Adel 13: Redfield 3.
Oaks kicked off to Schroeder, who came back fast 20 yards.
Redfield then started a passing game but without success. Quinn
went in for Lawyer. Hadley gained 2 yards thru center. A pass was
incomplete and Redfield drew a 5 yard penalty. The punt was out of
bounds on Adel’s 35 yard line.
Chapman was sent in for Mortimer at left end. Garoutte gained
3 through the middle of the line. Macomber went in for Garoutte.
Kinnick punted.
Redfield tried a pass, but there was nobody to receive it. A
quarterback sneak brought a 5 yard gain and a line play was stopped.
Schroeder kicked and Adel again got the ball on the 35 yard line.
Kubasek was sent in to relieve Codlin. Oaks gained 2 yards
thru center and when sent in again he fumbled and lost the ball.
Redfield tried another pass which was incomplete. Hague went
in for McDaniels and the latter was applauded heartily for the fine
game he had played. Oaks knocked down an attempted pass and
Redfield drew another 5 yard penalty. On a reverse play Ford got
through the line for 10, and Schroder’s punt was over the goal line.
A pass was incomplete for Adel and Kinnick gained 3 through
the line. Scott went in for Stacy and Burkhead for Wilson. Kinnick
kicked to Schroeder and Adel drew a penalty, Redfield receiving the
ball.
Schroeder pivoted and gained 8 yards and Hadley added 2 for
a first and ten. Ford made 2 through right tackle and Schroeder
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dropped back for a forward pass. He picked out a man and heaved
the ball, but reckoned without Oaks. The big full back jumped into the
air, stuck his fingernails into the leather and started galloping. As he
passed the Adel bench, someone yelled: “Go it Gulliver!” And Gulliver
kept going. It was a sprint of at least 75 yards through a hostile
county but he had friends to help him. Chief of these was Roy
Murphy. When a Redfield man threatened a tackle, Murphy bumped
him off and went for another. He upset three or four and kept the
track clear while Oaks was streaming toward a touchdown and the
praise of the crowd was divided between the two players. Kinnick’s
drop kick was again wide and the score was 19 to 3.
Redfield kicked to Macomber, who was downed by Schroeder
on the 40 yard line. Baker gained 5 around right end and then raced
the other way for 4 but the game ended before another advance
could be made.
THE LINEUP

ADEL

REDFIELD

Mortimer, le

Fry, le

Gearhart, lt

Smith, lt

Myers, lg

Peddicord, lg

Codlin, c

Michael, c

McDaniels, rg

Hiatt, rg

Murphy, rt

Cook, rt

Wilson, re

Godwin, re

Kinnick, q

Schroeder, q

Garoutte, rh

Ford, rh
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Stacy, lh

Baker, lh

Oaks, fb

Hadley, fb

Referee, Ted Sloane; Umpire, Max Boler; Head linesman, August
Butts.
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Arch Movement
--Will Seek to raise $800 to Erect Memorial at Macy
Field for 1933 Football Team

--Every member of the Penoach Post, American Legion, is
enthusiastically behind a movement to erect a memorial arch and
other improvements at Macy Field, honoring the unbeaten 1933 high
school football team.
This was brought out at a meeting of the organization Monday
night, when the preliminary plans were made, committees chosen
and the work of the big project apportioned.
What the Legion expects to do, with the help of everyone in the
community, is to build a memorial arch and walls at the entrance of
the football field, together with a building which will house the players
during the rest periods of the football games and provide them with
conveniences which are sadly lacking at this time.
The archway, as planned, is to be made of Adel brick, and
located in about the spot of the present automobile gate to the field.
The archway, 21 feet in width and 16 feet high, will be flanked with
brick walls extending south to the park line fence and northwest a
short distance to connect with the present north and south fence. The
walls and archway will be about 200 feet long.
At the south end, connected with the wall and next to the line
fence of the park will be a brick building 16x32 feet, with rooms for
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each of the teams during the intermissions at the games. The building
will be equipped with toilets and other conveniences.
Members of the Legion have been assured that all of the labor
on the project will be carried on under the CWA program and that the
money to be raised will be spent entirely for material. It is estimated
that the cost will be $800 and it is this sum that the Legionnaires will
seek to raise.
Everyone in the community will be asked to help. A canvas is to
be started tomorrow among local people and committees are
preparing to solicit from every one of the hundreds of “boys and girls’
who have graduated from the Adel high school. Letters will be sent
them this week urging support of the movement.
The general committee in charge is composed of Dwaine
Spillers, E. A. Burger and Clare Hill. Other committees will be named
by them and the work apportioned so that nearly every Legionnaire
will have some part in the project. The men hope to get the
movement under way at once, so that the work can be done this
winter. Everyone in Adel will be called upon to help and it is hoped
everyone will get back of the matter without solicitation.
The Memorial Arch will be the community’s tribute to the
unbeaten high school football team and the Legion asks: “Can we
count upon your support?”
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HE GAVE ADEL AN UNDEFEATED
FOOTBALL TEAM

--VERLE C. DAVIS
--Ten victories and one tie game. The championship of the
Segrad Six Conference. The highest scoring high school football
team in Iowa. The best conditioned team physically in the community.
This is the record made by Verle C. Davis, coach of the Adel
team, in his first year’s work as an athletic director. It’s a record to be
proud of and full credit is being given him by the fans who have
followed the games during the season just closed.
Mr. Davis had had considerable experience as a coach, both in
football and basketball, prior to assuming charge of athletics at Adel
high when the team opened in September, but it was always as an
assistant. When the season opened there were those who were
frankly skeptical of success but he made them like it from the start.
The coach had some good material from which to build a team
but it was no better than the average at that time. It was his
enthusiasm and his ability to get from each of the boys the best that
was in him which bought success. He asked every boy in the high
school to come out for practice, and most of them came. He taught
them the rudiments of the game and spent many long hours on
fundamentals. He inspired the lads with confidence, treated them
fairly, gave all a chance where possible and as a result there were as
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many subs on the bench the last game as there were the first. None
of them quit. They liked their coach and were ready to fight for both.
The people of Adel congratulate Verle Davis upon the success
of the team. He was successful because he knew the game, kept the
confidence of the players, taught them to play hard but fair and saw
to it that they kept in perfect physical condition.
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